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This dissertation analyzes the lived experiences of 62 Black mothers living and surviving 
in Englewood, an impoverished neighborhood with high levels of violence on the south side of 
Chicago, Illinois.  The interviews were analyzed using aspects of grounded theory and with the 
goal to learn more about how the mothers cope with everyday life, or the quotidian, in 
Englewood. Woven through this project, providing socio-historical context, is Black feminist 
thought that aims to bring to the center the complicated nature of being raced, sexed, living in 
poverty and mothering children. The ideological frame of this dissertation is invested in pushing 
back against mainstream discourses of Black women and mothering to offer a critique of the 
status quo and shed light on the beauty of the quotidian through mothering and coping strategies. 
The Black mothers in this project coped with stress through praying and connecting to a higher 
power which revealed how these mothers survived. Such coping mechanisms are deemed 
practices of active survival and revolutionary mothering.  
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
 
 
Black1 A person with ancestors from Africa; connected to the African 
Diaspora and the movement of Africans and their descendants to 
place throughout the world — predominantly to the Americas, then 
later to Europe, the Middle East and other places around the world.  
 
African American  Citizens (by birth) of the United States with African  
ancestry. 
 
Revolutionary Mothering2 Mothering in the midst of oppression and with limited resources is 
a radical practice.   
 
                                               
1 The terms “Black” and “African American” will be used interchangeably throughout this dissertation.  
2 I assert “revolutionary mothering” as a term that describes the type of mothering that is on display in this project; 
the original concept is explained by Gumbs, A., Martens, C., & Williams, M. (2016) in their book, Revolutionary 
Mothering: Love on the Front Lines as a “radical and revolutionary practice” (Gumbs, Martens, & Williams, 2016, 






Chapter 1: Revolution Ain’t Cute or Tidy and Neither is Mothering 
 
Revolution ain’t cute or tidy and neither is mothering … but like our visions, revolutionary 
mothering is necessary and real and happening every day. You are necessary, we are necessary 
and so are our children.” — Mai’a Williams, 2016 
 
As a teacher, part of my job is to continuously meet with parents in order to discuss the 
academic and behavioral progress of their children. What I find most often is that more than 
anyone, I meet with mothers. As we meet, a rapport is built, our relationships grow, and our 
connections as Black women mothering and other-mothing the children get deeper and more 
intense.  As time progresses, we begin to share more than the progress of the children and the 
expectations that we have for them moving forward. Through the teacher-mother dance, we 
begin to uncover how connected we are in raising our children. I say “our” children because 
every day these mothers entrust me with the care of their babies. They have also trusted me to be 
the listening ear to their fears, tears, joys, regrets, hopes and losses. Sometimes our meetings call 
for prayer over our children, and over our abilities to raise well-rounded Black and brown 
children. Other times, our meetings are listening sessions — where we vent about our roles and 
struggles or our hopes and fears for our children. Through their lived experiences that they so 
intimately share, they have shown their struggles, vulnerability, hearts, and their victories and 
have modeled for me and their children how to be revolutionary.  
This dissertation analyzes the lived experiences of 62 Black mothers living and surviving 
in Englewood, an impoverished neighborhood with high levels of violence on the South side of 
Chicago, Illinois. The Black mothers from Englewood, like the Black mothers and parents of the 




mothering radically, with intent, in the midst of societal, racial and economic oppression. Mai’a 
Williams’ quote above speaks directly to the heart of this project: revolutionary mothering. What 
distinguishes revolutionary mothering from other mothering is the specific context of survival 
that the Black women in this study mother their children. Like Mai’a Williams points out, most 
times, this kind of mothering “ain’t cute or tidy.”   
In this dissertation, the 62 mothers interviewed for this study are human beings that exist 
in spite of ideologies about inferiority attached to their bodies, intellect and sheer existence. 
Their existence pushes back against historical notions about Black women and Black mothering. 
Black women in America operate in many circles — constantly navigating power relations 
dynamics and social structures that have a real, tangible effect on their well-being and those 
around them. Although this is the case, Black women are not superheroes. Often times, these 
women have the hardest jobs in protecting their children from the harsh realities of life.  
The Black mothers in this study fully understand the reality of violence that plagues the 
lives of their children and jeopardizes their safety. These mothers, who are women, also 
understand that their existence and perseverance is not only important and necessary, but 
revolutionary (Gumbs, Martens & Williams, 2016). Radical and revolutionary mothering on the 
battleground of urban survival is a messy, sometimes painful process. This type of mothering is 
happening every day in the lives of the mothers in this study and in the schools in these 
neighborhoods. This project brings to the center Black radical mothering in the face of adversity 
and highlights their voices on the outside — voices on the margin — deeming them as 




center claim in this dissertation. These women warriors, extensions of trailblazers that have come 
before them, are worth scholarly investigation. Their lives provide insight into the world of low-
income Black mothers’ coping mechanisms and survival.  
 This study is focused on the premise that these mothers want what all mothers want for 
their children. When asked how she was trying to make life better for her children, Rebecca 
responded:  
A lot of people want their kids to have nice things, to grow up, you know, do better for 
their kids and do right by themselves. So, that’s what I’m trying to do. I’m trying to do 
better for my kids. I have 3 boys and I’m trying to do  better so they won’t be in a gang or 
end up not going to school or doing all this [stuff out here]. Trying to make things better.  
 
Black women, assumed as a monolith, are expected to have an uncanny ability to endure  
all that life brings — all the while being expected to show little or no emotion. In this way, the 
strength that some Black women possess gets turned into a superpower. Scholar Chanequa 
Walker-Barnes explains the “StrongBlackWoman” — spaces purposefully omitted — as a Black 
woman who bears all in the name of serving as the catch-all for others’ problems, the agent that 
provides the solution (many times, the actual solution), and the scapegoat. Walker-Barnes makes 
the distinction between a strong Black woman and the StrongBlackWoman in order to signify the 
difference in the stereotype of the StrongBlackWoman.  This stereotype is better known as a 
“fixed way of being in the world” (Walker-Barnes, 2014, p. 4). The stereotype of the 
StrongBlackWoman becomes a performance of “emotional stoicism” — the business of hiding 
authenticity and multifaceted personhood. Such a framework for viewing Black women prevents 
a vulnerability and humanistic approach that acknowledge how Black women vary in existence 




Black women’s voices, their mothering and survival strategies. The Black mothers residing in 
Englewood, a neighborhood on the South side of Chicago, Illinois, are the voices that will 
illuminate this text.  
Chapter 1 introduces the Black mothers in the study, presents the historical and present 
demographic makeup of Englewood, describes the importance of the study and briefly discusses 
the major contributions of the study. Chapter 2, which contains the review of literature, has two 
main sections: Black Feminism(s) and Black Motherhood. This chapter serves as the foundation 
for the theoretical lens by which to understand how Black women operate in the intersectional 
space of race, class, gender and sexuality (Crenshaw, 2000; Collins, 2009; Guy-Sheftall, 1995).  
Chapter 3 discusses the methodology used to construct, collect and analyze the experiences of 
the Black mothers living in Englewood. The chapter begins with a discussion of qualitative 
methods and then moves to a discussion of grounded theory as a method to analyze data for the 
study population. Chapter 3 ends with the tensions and limitations within grounded theory 
method. Chapter 4 introduces the initial findings and provides context and insight into the lives 
of the various Black mothers and how they see themselves and define stress. Chapter 5 presents 
aspects of resiliency that the mothers engaged in and helps us think about various ways the 
mothers cope with stress. This chapter also contains a reflection on my positionality as a Black 
woman. Chapter 6 provides a discussion of the findings and offers recommendations for future 
research. Woven throughout the chapters are personal accounts, scholarly quotes and the 
authentic narratives of the Black mothers3  in order to highlight positionality and voice. 
                                               
3 Pseudonyms have been provided in place of the names of the participants. Replacement names have been provided 
in order to ensure confidentiality. It is with integrity and boldness that the pseudonyms provided represent the names 




Physical and Cultural Context: Englewood in Chicago, Illinois 
“There would be no greater tragedy than to forget one’s origin and finish despised and hated by 
the people among whom one grew up. To have that happen would be the sort of thing to make 
me rise from my grave.” — Paul Robeson 
 
 Englewood’s boundaries stretch from Garfield Boulevard or 55th Street to the north, 76th  Street 
to the South, Racine Avenue to the West and just across where expressways I-90 and I-94 merge 
to the Wast. Today, it is known as one of the most dangerous and poverty stricken 
neighborhoods in the Chicagoland area. Figure 1.1 artistically pictures the city of Chicago by 
neighborhood, highlighting the neighborhood of Englewood nestled between neighborhoods 




Auburn-Gresham and South Shore.  Riding down Garfield, you find busy commuters, buses, and 
pedestrians moving to and from.  Moving further west, you begin to see abandoned houses, some 
vacant lots and a slew of convenient stores. Painted by the media as one of the most dangerous 
neighborhoods in the city of Chicago, Englewood is home to roughly 36,000 residents, making 
up just over 12,500 family households (Englewood Demographics & Statistics, 2014).   
 
Figure 1.2 Halsted and 64th Street, 2007                     Figure 1.3 Halsted and 64th Street, 1955 
  Figures 1.2 and 1.3 respectively, show Englewood’s “Past and Present,” showing what 
appears to be a heavily-populated and thriving street and community — contributing to a busy 
intersection through Englewood at Halsted and 64th Street. During this time, major department 
stores and hundreds of smaller businesses populated the streets. Businesses were the focus of the 
community and such an attraction for residents and for those living outside of Englewood that, 
during these years, the area surrounding 63rd and Halsted became “the busiest shopping district 





Below the original 1955 photo is the same view pulled from J.R. Schmidt’s blog post 
(Schmidt, 2012). It should be noted that the campus of Kennedy-King College was built at this 
intersection in 2007. Such efforts were put in place in order to revitalize the neighborhood by 
creating jobs, offering educational attainment and encouraging upward mobility. Visibly, the 
neighborhood dimensions are the same. This intersection is still a busy area with commuters 
coming and going. What has drastically changed is the presence of business. 
Historical and Social Factors 
 
The Great Migration introduced an influx of Black citizens — from the South to the 
North — in massive numbers. It is known that approximately 400,000 Blacks migrated north 
from 1916 to 1970 (Great Migration, 2010). Due to harsh treatment and low earning potential in 
the South, Black families in droves relocated to cities like Detroit, New York and Chicago for 
better opportunities. By 1950, Chicago’s Black population was nearly 14%; and by 1960, 
Englewood’s Black population hit 67,216 — about 69% of the neighborhood’s total (Polk & 
Dumke, 1999). In essence, white flight coupled with urban planning and city development are 
some of the major foundational factors that contributed to the current demographics of 
Englewood.  
The expansion of the Dan Ryan Expressway south displaced Black families and relegated 
them to move into the Englewood area (ibid.). This push for automotive access enticed middle-
class families to explore and move out to the suburbs South of the inner city. At the same time, 
the use of the expressway and automotive boom charged business to find other areas and 




63rd and Halsted shopping activity was redirected South by the introduction and use of the Dan 
Ryan.  
Deindustrialization and White Flight 
  
 After the 1980s, the city of Chicago went through a major transformation. 
Deindustrialization, for Chicago, was a major economic and political monster.  In a city known 
as an industrial metropolis, the move to deindustrialization proved to be a catastrophic blow. 
Doussard, Peck, & Theodore (2009) find: that for Chicago, deindustrialization signaled a 
wretched period of socioeconomic dislocation. Citywide unemployment rates surged above the 
national average, topping 11 percent in 1982. And plant closings by some of Chicago’s signature 
employers added to the misery (Doussard, Peck, & Theodore, 2009, p. 184). To be more specific, 
in the coming years, U.S. Steel Corporation, Beatrice Foods, Nabisco, Campbell Soup Company, 
Schwinn, Playskool, Steward Warner, General Mills, Swift & Co. and Sunbeam were among the 
companies that closed major facilities (see Ranney, 2003; Rast, 1999).  
Another transformation involved changing demographics. “White flight” is best 
described as the exodus of white families moving out of a neighborhood in droves over a 
particular period of time. In a 2013 report published in by WGN, a Chicago news outlet, white 
flight has plagued the Englewood neighborhood for years. It has been a part of the fabric of 
urban planning, housing discrimination and zoning. In her article “White Flight Never Ended,” 
writer Alana Semuels (2015) highlighted how white flight continues. In fact, the author finds that 
although diversity exists within some communities; at large, segregation among communities 
still exists. She writes: In the 1960s, white families moved from cities to suburbs when they saw 




often not counted in academic studies hunkering down in all-white neighborhoods, affluent gated 
communities, or unincorporated housing developments at the exurban fringe (Samuels, 2015).   
The movement of whites out of the city, over time, has contributed to the current demographics 
and makeup of Englewood and of Chicago as a major city.  
Alongside white families leaving the area in the late 1950s and 1960s, businesses that 
provided economic infrastructures for the Englewood community started to pull out. In a span of 
approximately 10 years — between 1950 and 1960 — the demographics of Englewood started to 
show what is currently seen when looking at the racial and economic makeup of Englewood. 
According to a timeline report by The Chicago Reporter in 1999, the Great Migration, 
deindustrialization and the construction of the South Expressway (later renamed the Dan Ryan) 
were the three most significant contributing factors to Black displacement and the economic 
disenfranchisement in Englewood that continues today (Polk & Dumke, 1999; Doussard, Peck, 
& Theodore, 2009) — so much so, that its onset “represented the nadir of what had been a  
dominant mode of urban-economic development and the beginning of a painful shift toward a 
new pattern of unequal and unstable growth” (Doussard, Peck, & Theodore, 2009, p.185).  
 In other words, deindustrialization and transition in Chicago impacted the quality and 
accessibility of jobs and resources, and ultimately has had a lasting impact in shaping the social, 
political and economic foundation of present-day Englewood. Resident and mother of this story, 
Gloria has another take on the difference in how Englewood has changed. When asked what she 
likes about her neighborhood, she stated: 
Back in the day, 30 or so years ago, we were trying to have this area until people started 
gradually dying, the older people.  Then the younger people, who they left buildings to 




situations of drugs and the gangs and they didn’t understand. That’s how we started.. well 
not me per se… but people slowly began to lose their properties because they couldn’t 
afford it. And so that started making abandoned buildings causing havoc… we were at 
each other’s backs, not me per se, but I’m talking about the younger people… schools 
have become not where you wanted them.  
 
It is clear that there has been a change and major shifting in the demographics, and movement of 
businesses and bodies, in Englewood, over time.  
Demographics 
 
According to the 2010 U.S. Census Data, there are approximately 30,000 – 37,000 
residents in Englewood compared to 40,222 in 2000 (City of Chicago Community Area 2010 
Census Profile; City Data).  Approximately 29,847 residents were Black or Non-Hispanic (ibid., 
Chicago Demographics: Distribution of Black Residents).  
According to 2000 U.S. Census Data, the median family income in Englewood was 
between $10,000 and $20,000/year (City of Chicago Median Household Income Map, Chicago 
Tribune) — which accounted for approximately 9,224 residents’ employment status for civilians 
16 and over and just over 3,000 residents’ status as unemployed. In reference to household 
makeup, there are close to an average of 5 people per household according to additional statistics 





Further, as shown in Figure 1.4, there tends to be an over-saturation of women living and 
thriving within Englewood, at various ages (Statistical Atlas, 2018).  According to this data, the 
ratio of men versus women in Englewood impacts and speaks to the saturation of women 
(females) in such a concentrated area and perhaps can lend itself to households that are 
predominantly single-women headed households.  These figures shed light on the composition of 




Englewood’s educational statistics tend to show a lower range of educational attainment. 
Compared to Chicago’s 41% attainment of a high school diploma, Englewood residents’ 
attainment currently stands as 60.3% (Educational Attainment in Englewood, 2011). In reference 
to college attendance, 12.8% of residents have 1+ years of college and 6.1% have less than 1 
year of college (City Data, 2018). The college graduation rates for Englewood are at 6.5% 





(bachelor’s degree), 6.6% (associate degree), 4.4% (master’s degree), 5.8% (professional 
degree), and 4% (doctorate degree), respectively (City Data, 2018). According to Chicago Public 
Schools’ (2013) Illinois Standard Achievement Test data for Black students 3rd – 8th grade, 6% 
exceeded expectations, 38.1% met expectations and 44.1% tested below grade level.  
Although these testing statistics provide numerical data, we must be sensitive to 
environmental, social and historical factors that influence educational attainment. Quality of 
teachers, access to resources, parental involvement and economic means are only some of the 
factors that can contribute to students’ academic achievement — in addition to the biases in 
testing language and material. These structural and social barriers contribute to the large number 
of the residents in Englewood (27.9%) that do not have a high school diploma, compared to 19% 
for Chicago (Educational Attainment in Englewood, 2011).  
Crime 
 Crime in Englewood has been a point of contention since businesses pulled out of the 
area in the mid-late 1950s. Today, Englewood makes the news almost weekly in reference to 











Figure 1.5, retrieved from The Chicago Data Portal, in which data is extracted from the Chicago 
Police Department’s CLEAR (Citizen Law Enforcement Analysis and Reporting) system, we can 
also consider the types of crimes that have occurred in Englewood, historically.  It is important to 
note that according to Figure 1.5, crime has decreased over time from 2001 to 2017.  
With that said, as a more current snapshot, the Chicago Tribune reports that between 
August 31, 2016 and September 30, 2016, 80 violent crimes, 112 property crimes and 70 quality 
of life crimes were reported. Broken down further, the 80 reported violent crimes were: robbery 
(14), battery (19), assault (18), homicide (3) and sexual assault (2), respectively. Of the reported 
property crimes, 57 were allotted to theft, 22 allotted to burglary and the remaining 12 were 
motor vehicle theft. Finally, of the 70 crimes reported that fall under qualify of life crimes, 39 
were considered criminal damage crimes, 11 were considered narcotics crimes and 2 were 
considered prostitution crimes (The Chicago Tribune, 2016). Although crime statistics lend 




themselves to the amount of violence in any community, the sheer numbers are not able to tell 
the everyday experience of actually living in a neighborhood where violence is prevalent.  
Mary, an Englewood resident described her neighborhood as:  
[Having] abandoned houses, poor school systems, and a lot of shooting… really not a 
livable place when you thing about it.  
 
Crime and violence are not the only stressors weighing on the residents of Englewood and other 
citizens at large. Health disparities can also be seen as violence upon specific communities of 
people.  
Health Disparities 
 According to the Center for Disease Control, the term “health disparities” is defined as, 
“preventable differenced in the burden of disease, injury, violence, or opportunities to achieve 
optimal heath that are experienced by social disadvantaged populations” (CDC, 2008). Much of 
the health disparities that are seen in Englewood are often due to lack of finances, lack of 
resources and lack of access to healthy foods. According to Howard (2012) on health disparities 
and neighborhood vs. income, “Segregation … leads to patterns of disinvestment in low-income 
communities and matters in other communities that affect health” (Howard, 2012). In fact,  
research shows  that  impoverished areas have a correlation to poorer health and gaps in health 
access (Roberts, 1997; Caliendo, 2015; Keels, et al., 2005; Mendenhall, 2009; Dash, 1996). 
Many of the ideas around health disparities are linked to residential segregation because the 
patterns reveal historical, social and economic inequalities in places like Englewood and in 




 The snapshot of Englewood reminds us that we are discussing a population that on 
average makes between $10,000 and $20,200 a year, with 42.4% (or just under half of the 
population) below the poverty rate (The Grio, 2012). These figures speak volumes when thinking 
about access to healthy foods because  healthier foods are often more expensive. Additionally, a 
business is more likely to show up and thrive in a neighborhood with a higher income bracket 
(The Grio, 2012).   
 The statistics paint a bleak picture of the neighborhood and population of Englewood. 
Clearly, multiple factors contribute to the reality of violence and poverty in Englewood. What 
the statistics do not show is that there is still a community in Englewood. This dissertation seeks 
to highlight the community surviving in Englewood — that is, how the mothers survive and 
create community in a place where violence, poverty and single motherhood is rampant.  
Importance of Home and Place 
 
 Community and a sense of home have a lot to do with how people persist and thrive in 
any given space or place. It should be noted that the notion of home “is not a private resource 
that we draw from to do the real revolutionary work ‘out there’” (Oka, 2016, p. 53).  The 
everyday reality of violence for the Black mothers in Englewood requires that they constantly 
shift their notions about safety, place and creating safe spaces for their families within the 
community. For example, when asked if her children have problems with dealing with being 
approached or witnessing drug deals, violence, muggings or gangs in the neighborhood, Gloria 
from the study responded:  
I mean, mistaken identities… umm… when somebody does do a drive-by, you don’t 




prisoners in our own home, and I think that has a lot to do with all of this. Although my 
kids, not putting them on a pedestal, try to find activities at home, with parents.  
 
 The necessity to create safe places for their children is vital. Zenzele Isoke’s (2011) study on 
Black women’s perspectives on how space, place and identity shape activism maintains that:  
Homemaking … involves reconfiguring a hostile and deeply racialized landscape …. 
Requir[ing] re-spatializing social capital, that is reconstructing and reconfiguring 
relationships of trust, positive reciprocity, cooperation, and care within and between 
black people (Isoke, 2011, p. 118).  
 
Isoke maintains that through coping with and thriving within their environments around them, 
the women are actively creating a living history of resistance and  engaging in the politics of 
reclamation — thus engaging in a political fight to make space and place home in the midst of 
other societal, structural and environmental barriers (Isoke, 2011). As Isoke suggests:  
[Homemaking] stretches beyond individual women’s work in households and the sphere 
of domesticity. Instead, homemaking involves creating homeplaces to affirm African 
American life, history, culture and politics. Homeplaces are political spaces that black 
women create to express care for each other and their communities, and to re-member, 
revise, and revive scripts of black political resistance (ibid., p. 117).  
 
Safe Passage, a program created to help protect residents in neighborhoods like 
Englewood is engaged in this type of homemaking and Black political resistance. Safe Passage is 
a part of the Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) that provides safety through shelter 
or parent patrols, showing an presence in more dangerous neighborhoods. Safe Passage is a 
program that includes the Safe Haven Program, Parent Patrol and Walking Bus Programs 
(Chicago Police: Safe Passage). The Safe Passage Program identifies  properties like police 
stations, libraries, and other businesses that children can find refuge and safety if the ever they 




various activities—identifying themselves by a united t-shirt or vest, and positioning themselves 
at high child and student traffic times, and Safe Passage routes.  
Ruby, a grandmother helping raise her grandchildren in Englewood, is grateful programs 
like Safe Passage helping her grandchildren be safe going to and from school. When asked what 
Safe Passage is, Ruby stated:  
They started putting people on the corners to make sure that the children get back and 
forth across the street… make sure they get to school, making sure it’s nothing 
[happening] around the school that will affect the children [Interviewer: How does that 
help you?] Because for once, I don’t have to walk them anymore. All I do is walk them 
out the door. And stand straight on the corner. But by the time I get down there, someone 
is already standing there, so they have someone on each corner so the children can go to 
school… I love that. ] 
 
Like Ruby, and Gloria, who are invested in the safety of their children and grandchildren, and 
have been around the neighborhood long enough to have an opinion on the bigger picture and 
context of Englewood as a community historically, help us think broader about what community 
looks like, how those community members participate and politically engage in the maintenance 
of their community. This view of the everyday survival between the household and the 
neighborhood highlights how Black women and mothers can become politically engaged in their 
survival and helps us to reconsider the coping mechanisms and mothering that happens from the 
Black mothers in this study. Such inferences give an alternate perspective and paradigm to help 
us think about the guiding research problems and questions that follow in a new light.  
Statement of the Problem and Research Questions    
The themes outlined in this dissertation center on the presence of violence, mothering, 
and surviving within the Englewood community. Thus, the problematic insights are as follows: 




by-day basis and creates the need for revolutionary mothering on the battleground of survival in 
this urban neighborhood; (2) access to resources, or the lack thereof, within the community 
negatively affect the livelihood of its residents and thus the ability of those residents to maintain 
key human rights, such as economic stability for households, welfare for children and other 
community members, positive activities for children within the community, and opportunities for 
educational attainment for residents; (3) and finally, the Black mothers that live there are 
surviving and raising their children despite the odds.  
The use of aspects of grounded theory within this research project will help to answer the 
following research questions:  
(1) How does the stress of living in neighborhoods with high levels of violence 
shape how low-income Black women raise their children? 
(2) How do the mothers cope with the violence and lack of resources?  
(3) What coping strategies facilitate resiliency, resistance and survival? 
(4) How can such coping strategies be seen as revolutionary mothering?  
Purpose of the Study 
 
This dissertation project seeks to analyze qualitative data collected from the South 
Chicago Black Mothers’ Resiliency Project initiated in 2012 – 2015 by Ruby Mendenhall, Ph.D. 
in the Department of Sociology and African American Studies at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign. A total of 62 interviews from the larger project were analyzed using 
grounded theory method to explore the lived experiences of the Black mothers interviewed in an 
effort to learn more about how they cope with everyday life (the quotidian) in the Chicago 




pushes back against mainstream discourses and stereotypes of Black women, mothering and 
resistance to offer a critique of the status quo.  It is the goal of this dissertation to shed light on 
the beauty and harshness of what mothering and coping can embody, within the context of the 
Englewood neighborhood in Chicago, Illinois.  
Theoretical Framework 
 
I argue that the inheritance of Black feminist theorizing allows us to think through the 
politics of Black mothering as a site for resistance, resiliency, feminism and radical mothering. 
Black feminist thought (BFT) is strategic in its use and deployment as the overarching 
framework for this project. It is the goal of this research to gain a glimpse into the lives of the 
Black mothers in order to see how mothering occurs — through the lens of Black feminist 
thought. Sociologist Patricia Hill Collins posits, “Black women intellectuals have laid a vital 
analytical foundation for a distinctive standpoint on self, community and society and, in doing 
so, created a multifaceted, African-American women’s intellectual tradition” (Collins, 2009, p. 
5). It is the purpose of developing a Black feminist thought, centered on a Black feminist 
epistemology, to continue and maintain such an intellectual tradition. Collins finds the core 
themes of Black feminist thought to be the following:  
• The interlocking nature of race, class and gender oppression in Black women’s 
personal, domestic and work lives; 
• The necessity of internalizing positive self-definitions and rejecting the 
denigrating, stereotypical and controlling images of others (mammy, matriarch, 




• The need for active struggle to resist oppression and realize individual and group 
empowerment (Guy-Sheftall, 1995, p. 18).  
It is through this specific lens and framework that, when analyzing how Black women 
and mothers have the agency to navigate through the throngs of life, the intersectionality of race, 
class, gender and sexuality become key factors in identifying critical aspects of the oppression 
and subordination they face. Black feminist thought (BFT) supports this idea, as it is a 
distinguishing feature of the theory. Patricia Hill Collins (2009) eloquently speaks to this 
complexity as she theorizes: 
As a collectivity, U.S. Black women participate in a dialectical relationship linking 
African-American women’s oppression and activism. Dialectical relationships of this sort 
mean that two parties are opposed and opposite. As long as Black women’s subordination 
within intersecting oppressions of race, class, gender, sexuality and nation persists, Black 
feminism as an activist response to that oppression will remain needed (Collins, 2009, p. 
25).   
 
Since BFT is largely constructed out of the critical intersection of race and gender, it continues to 
affirm and appreciate sexual identity, gender, class and race intersectionality (Guy-Sheftall, 
1995).  
Significance of the Study 
The qualitative study of the Black mothers in Englewood is significant because the body 
of scholarly knowledge on mothering suffers from a shortage of thorough work on how Black 
mothers in low-income areas cope, survive and raise children. Examining the lives of the Black 
mothers living and thriving in Englewood contributes to academic discourses and conversations 




The first contribution is to the field of feminist studies on mothering. Traditional and 
mainstream scholarship on mothering paints a picture of mothering that presents a dividing line 
between communities of people — as if “true” mothering is relegated to or only attainable by a 
specific group of people. This kind of radical and revolutionary mothering has been articulated in 
Black feminist and feminist of color legacies. This study then, actively contributes information 
about historical revolutionary mothering and places a present-day, contemporary lens on this 
tradition (Gumbs, Martens, & Williams, 2016).  
Alongside this notion of revolutionary parenting is the idea that a particular kind of 
“good” mothering can only come from a specific set of factors — such as having an adequate 
income, high levels of education, access to a variety of resources, etc. What is lost with these 
assumptions is the importance of knowing and remembering that in spite of the factors and 
limitations of a place like Englewood, a community still exists and, even further, that a 
community of mothering still operates. This research causes us to confront our ideas about how 
low-income areas operate, what constitutes family, how mothering can be shaped by their 
environments and transcend them, and what assumptions we allow ourselves to hold when we 
think about communities that are not our own (Collins, 1994).  
The second contribution of this study is to Black resistance studies. I am writing this 
study at a critical moment in history where the modern-day Civil Rights movement, Black Lives 
Matter is happening. As a community, we are grappling with the reality of people of color 
suffering violence and being killed by law enforcement without accountability for their actions 
or human rights for the victims and their families. I am specifically referring to Alton Sterling, 




custody, Samuel DuBose who was shot in the head in 2015, after being stopped for a traffic 
violation, and Philando Castile who was shot during a traffic stop while reaching for 
identification in 2016 (CNN, 2016). The Black mothers in this dissertation are as revolutionary 
as the current movement as they strive to survive and raise their children amidst lack of 
resources, poverty and the threat of violence both inside and outside of their community.  
I assert that there are still communities of people fighting to live and thrive in 
neighborhoods that have been deemed unsuccessful and unlovable. Cynthia Dewi Oka puts it 
best as she maintains:  
Women of color have been violently punished and stigmatized for mothering. Black 
women were not legally allowed to marry as slaves; had to give up their children to their 
masters; were forced to care for white women’s homes and children instead of their own; 
or lost their young to mass criminalization, incarceration, and poverty-driven violence.  
Today, hundreds of thousands of women in the Third World have to leave children 
behind as they go abroad in search of work. Neither have women of color produced 
equally valued members of the labor force under the global capitalist regime: where 
white children are celebrated as increased human capital, Black, indigenous, and Third 
World children are lamented as drains on state resources, prospective criminals and more 
recently with the (racist) overpopulation discourse, as perpetrators of environmental 
degradation (Oka, 2016, p. 52).  
 
The lives of the Black mothers who participated in this study are aligned with the 
historical, trailblazing women who, in the name of womanhood, paved the way before them. In 
essence, the Black mothers are actively engaged in Black feminism in their continued push for 
resources and betterment for their lives and the lives of their children. These choices give us a 
glimpse of the human spirit and its ability to be resilient against all odds. Such revolutionary acts 
remind us that not only do Black Lives Matter, but Low-Income Lives Matter, Children’s Lives 




It is an injustice for Black mothers in Englewood to have to confront both protecting their 
children from violence by structural inequality and the state, and the streets. The mothers in this 
study are fully aware of the weight of structural inequality and have to parent and mother in spite 
of that reality. Such persistence causes us to see how continuing and resiliency is expressed and 
how those two forms of revolution are made possible (Oka, 2016). Further, these notions cause 
us to rethink and rework our notions about what revolution tangibly is, and in what spaces and 





Chapter 2: Black Feminism(s) and Black Motherhood 
 
Black feminist theory serves as the framework that structures my lens for this project. 
Positioning Black women and mothers at the center is important to the integrity of the project 
because the mothers’ voices and experiences are at the center of analysis. As theory is comprised 
of a body of collective thoughts, Black feminist thought4 serves as Black feminist politics, 
merged with theories about the lives of women of color. Black feminist thought, then, is a 
collective movement of thinking that centers the experiences of women of color. It is comprised 
of “collective knowledge that serve[s] a similar purpose in fostering Black women’s 
empowerment” (Collins, 2009, p. xi). In other words, Black feminist thought helps us to view, 
and situate the varying experiences of Black women in a socio-historical context.  
 According to sociologist and feminist scholar Patricia Hill Collins, “when an individual 
Black woman’s consciousness concerning how she understands her everyday life undergoes 
change, she can become empowered” (ibid.).  Black feminist theory gives us a better 
understanding about how to critically dissect and navigate societal, historical and economic 
structures and paradigms that affect women of color. This theory has a strong relationship to the 
economic and political oppression of Black and female bodies. As it does a critical analysis of 
the ideological opinions and strongholds forced upon Black women, Black feminist thought 
pushes back against structures that act as barriers that keep African American women “in an 
assigned, subordinate place” (Collins, 2009, p. 7).  
                                               




 Black feminist thought, then, has to grapple with finding a common ground on which to 
incorporate collective politics among and between African American women and others whose 
collective knowledge or thought has a similar purpose (Collins, 2009). Black feminist thought is 
an important framework because it allows for a critical analysis of the experiences of Black 
women and women of color. Black feminist thought serves as a section of scholarship that 
pushes back against mainstream ideas of race, class, gender, sexuality and the like. The works 
and cultural products that fall within Black feminist thought help to create a space that replaces 
dominant stereotypical and mainstream understandings of women of color.  
This dissertation has over-arching themes around structural injustice, Black motherhood 
and resiliency and coping. The literature around these themes help us to dig deeper and see 
clearer how scholarship address and supports the findings in this dissertation. The authors in 















Table 2.1 Abbreviated Literature Review 
Structural Injustices Black Motherhood 
 






Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 
2000; Sampson et al. 2002; 
Sharp & Ispa, 2008  
 
”Mother-work” 





”Old oppressive myths” 




Elliot & Aseltine, 2012 
 
Commitment to survival 
Oka, 2016 
 




Smith et al., 2016 
 
Strong Black Woman 
Collins, 2009 ; Donovan & 
West, 2015  
 
Reliance on the individual 










African American women have always theorized about their existence. The first 
published African American or Black feminist writings that included critical analyses of race 
relations and gender equality date back to the early 19th century. These writings also include 
lamentations on how Black women would survive and cope with the life that they had been 
given. In her famous 1851 speech “Ain’t I a Woman?,” Sojourner Truth challenged the idea of 
femininity in a society that viewed women as particular citizens to be seen but not heard, and 
Black women as half citizens. Due to her street speeches and oratory technique, Truth soon 




graduate Anna Julia Cooper published the first book-length Black feminist text, A Voice from the 
South in 1892. This compilation of essays ranged from discussions of racism to colonialism 
(Guy-Sheftall, 1995). Cooper’s objective centered on empowering African American women, 
citing:  
The colored woman of to-day occupies, one may say, a unique position in this 
country...She is confronted by both a woman question and a race problem, and is as yet 
an unknown or an unacknowledged factor in both. While the women of the white race 
can with calm assurance enter upon the work they feel by nature appointed to do, while 
their men give loyal support and appreciative countenance to their efforts, recognizing in 
most avenues of usefulness the propriety and the need of woman’s distinctive co-
operation, the colored woman too often find herself hampered and shamed by a less 
liberal sentiment and a more conservative attitude on the part of those for whose opinion 
she cares most (Cooper, 1995, p. 45).  
 
Among Sojourner Truth’s and Anna Julia Cooper’s critical expressions, Black women 
scholars regard such interventions as trailblazers for Black feminist scholarship. Their works 
serve as foundational texts that situate both the wave of thought and political action. Late 19th 
century Black feminists including Julia A.J. Foote, Gertrude Bustill Mossell, Mary Church 
Terrell, and Ida B. Wells-Barnett started to embark upon discourses of the Black family, 
marriage, suffrage, racial brutality and lynching (Guy Sheftall, 1995).  
 The community scholars and early Black feminists of this era laid the foundations for 
later works. These texts established the Black female intellectual tradition that is Black feminist 
thought. It is important to note that these works are a product of their cultural context — in as 
much as the critical lens by which scholars of this era used. Riddled throughout these texts are 
attachments to “piety, chastity, domesticity and submissiveness” (Guy Sheftall, 1995, p. 24). 








 The next wave of scholarship from African American women scholars focused on the 
various ways to define womanhood. The 1919 passing of the Nineteenth Amendment giving 
women the right to vote spun Black feminist writings into a “nadir” (Guy-Sheftall, 1995). For the 
most part, this can be attributed to scholars seeing a push in the right direction towards 
advancement. This societal push also prompted Black women scholars to seek to better 
understand what being a “woman” actually meant. In addition, World War I opened up avenues 
for Black women to participate in work outside of the home. As usual, we can see this reflected 
in the literature of this time. Black feminist scholars were responding to current debates and 
trends.  
Alice Dunbar, a clubwoman and journalist, published The Negro Woman and the Ballot in 1927 
and used it as a call to action for women to think about what they were doing with the rights they 
had been bestowed. Her suggestions rest on the assertion that there is yet more work to do. She 
maintained:  
The Negro woman got the vote along with some tens of million other women in the 
country. And has it made any appreciable difference in the status of the race? … The 
Negro woman was going to be independent, she had averred. She came into the game 
with a clean slate. No Civil War memories for her, and no deadening sense of gratitude to 
influence her vote. She would vote men and measures, not parties. She could scan each 
candidate’s record and give him her support according to how he had stood in the past on 
the question of race. She owed no party allegiance. The name of Abraham Lincoln was 
not synonymous with her for blind G.O.P. allegiance. She would show the Negro man 
how to make his vote a power, and not a joke. She would break up the tradition that once 




And when she got the ballot she slipped quietly, safely, easily and conservatively 
into the political party of her male relatives … In other words, the Negro woman has by 
and large been a disappointment in her handling of the ballot. She has added to the 
overhead charges of the political machinery, without solving racial problems (Dunbar-
Nelson, 1925, p. 87).  
 
This excerpt strongly highlights how, in her perspective, women of color fumbled the ball after 
making strides for equality on the basis of suffrage. The battle for the ballot wasn’t enough. 
Alice Dunbar-Nelson was calling for women’s scholars and women of color to look more 
critically at the issues that plagued African American women. 
 At this time in history, Lorraine Hansberry also contributed to Black feminist writings. 
Known best for her play “A Raisin in the Sun” (1959), Hansberry used her platform to speak out 
against injustices that contributed to the emerging Civil Rights movement. Hansberry died at 34; 
yet her works survived through her former husband. Culturally, and for decades after her 
untimely death, her work inspired generations. Some iconic writings were put into book form — 
To Be Young, Gifted and Black (1970) — and have been morphed into a play and other drama 
forms, and were used to critically view the life and struggle of the African American in the 
United States (Guy-Sheftall, 1995).  
 The women scholars of this era served as polemics of their time — standing on the 
shoulders of the women that came before them — doing the best they could to critically reshape 
the landscape through Black feminist writings. Closely attached to these contributions are 
discussions about the rights of African American women and their position in society. More 






Race and Gender Politics 
As early Black feminist scholars pleaded with the private domains like the family in order 
to better understand the complexity of Black female life and its implications, by the late 1900s, 
scholarship began to reflect a more political aesthetic. Standing on the shoulders of her 
forbearers, Frances Beale published Double Jeopardy: To Be Black and Female in 1970. This 
idea turned into what scholars now attribute as “Double Jeopardy” — that is, that Black women 
and other women of color are raced and sexed. Further, the Black women’s body is marked as 
both Black and female (Brown, 2009).   Feminist scholar Frances Beale stated:  
Let me state here and now that the black woman in American can justly be described as a 
“slave of a slave.” By reducing the black man in America to such abject oppression, the 
black woman had no protector and was used, and is still being used in some cases, as the 
scapegoat for the evils that this horrendous system has perpetrated on black men…She 
has been sexually molested and abused by the white colonizer; she has suffered the worst 
kind of economic exploitation, having been forced to serve as the white woman’s maid 
and wet nurse for white offspring while her own children were more often than not, 
starving and neglected. It is the depth of degradation to be socially manipulated, 
physically raped, used to undermine your own household, and to be powerless to reverse 
this syndrome (Beale, 1970, p. 148).  
 
It is clear, here, that Beale is drawing attention to race and gender oppression — acting 
together — in a relationship that highlights social hierarchy, sexual violence and Black female 
shaming.  The Combahee River Collective (CRC) — a Black feminist group that started in 1974 
as a Boston chapter of the National Black Feminist Organization (NBO) — was inspired by a 
river in South Carolina where Harriet Tubman mounted a military campaign during the Civil 




time as Frances Beale’s work on Double Jeopardy served as a call to action. Armed with a 
contemporary take on Black feminism, the CRC’s politics are centered on ideologies and beliefs 
that lesbianism is absolutely included within the framework of Black feminism. Through their 
article “A Black Feminist Statement” (Combahee River Collective, 1995), the CRC maintains 
the following positions:  
(1) Black women are inherently valuable 
(2) Identity politics serve as the embodied focus of fighting racial, sexual heterosexual 
and class oppression5  
(3) Solidarity with progressive Black men should be maintained 
(4) They do not advocate the fractionalization that white women who are separatists 
demand  
(5) Continuous development of integrated analysis and practice based upon the fact that 
the major systems of oppression are interlocking should be sought 
(6) Their politics are connected to movements for Black liberation 
(7) Their development is tied to the contemporary, economic and political position of 
Black people 
(8) The liberation of all oppressed peoples necessitates seeking the destruction of the 
political-economic systems of capitalism, imperialism and patriarchy 
(9) The stance of lesbian separatism should be rejected because it is not a viable political 
analysis or strategy  
                                               
5 The Combahee River Collective believes that the most profound and potentially most radical politics come directly out of their 





The Combahee River Collective’s politics align with the core themes of BFT. The CRC’s 
statement reveals what is at stake and why there is a need for their specific and strategic politics. 
What the CRC holds close is their analysis of the status quo of traditional mainstream feminism 
and the urge to make a visible sexual difference within feminism.   
 Rebecca Hurdis’ take on identity and invisibility echo the Combahee River Collective’s 
stance on making sure that the boundaries of feminism are constantly re-imagined. In her 2002 
article, she maintains, “We are pushing, expanding and exploding new ideologies of multiplicity 
and intersectionality. We come as transracial adoptees, women of mixed race, bisexuals, refugees 
and hundreds of other combinations” (Hurdis, 2002, p. 292). It is clear that between the late 
1970s and early 2000s, women of color feminisms and Black feminism(s) are becoming more 
critical and inclusive frameworks.  
Patricia Hill Collins outlines the main objectives of her book, Black Feminist Thought: 
Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment as:  
(1) Surveying historical works of African American women scholars produced by Black 
women intellectuals putting forth an interpretive framework or paradigm that has 
come to be known as race, class and gender studies;  
(2) Developing an epistemological framework that can be used to both assess existing 
Black feminist thought and to clarify some of the underlying assumptions that impede 
its development; and  
(3) Furthering Black feminist thought’s contributions to empowering African American 




Additionally, although her book could be assumed to be aimed at Black feminists and 
intellectuals, Collins’ understandings about the everyday lived experiences and the political 
sphere speak to her willingness to expand her audience beyond Black women of the academy 
and Black women of the U.S. to include Black women within and without the academy, and 
Black women in Europe, Africa, etc. What is important about Collins’ assumptions and findings 
are the connections and links to the everyday comings and goings of life for Black women. 
Patricia Hill Collins’ book was seminal in forging an overarching umbrella of perspective by 
which to theorize about the lives of Black women.  
Theorizing Black Motherhood 
What if mothering is about the how of it?... MotherING is another matter, a possible 
action, the name for that nurturing work, that survival dance, worked by enslaved women who 
were forced to breastfeed the children of the status mothers while having no control over whether 
their birth or chosen children were sold away…Mothering is worked by chosen and accidental 
mentors who agree to support some growing unpredictable thing called future…What would it 
mean for us to take the word “mother” less as a gendered identity and more as a possible action, 
a technology of transformation that those people who do the most mothering labor are teaching 
us right now? — Alexis Pauline Gumbs, 2016 
 
 Black women toggle with ramifications of being in bodies that are marked as Black and 
female. The ramifications I am referring to include poverty, having limited or no access to 
adequate healthcare, gender discrimination, rape and sexual coercion. This project is concerned 
with the negotiations of being in a body that is raced, gendered and performing “motherwork” in 
the 21st century — all the while being vulnerable (D’Arcy, et. al., 2011; Collins, 1994).  
Mainstream feminist literature minimized the importance of mothering. Moreover, earlier 
feminist works minimized the Black mothers’ inclusion in the theorizing of mothering and left 




a critical work, in that it has grappled with how to understand how macro and micro structures 
act upon African American women in a U.S. context while simultaneously drawing attention to 
the struggle of Black women functioning in the private and public domains of womanhood and 
motherwork.  
The dialogue about these issues is historically and culturally linked to slavery in the 
Americas. In fact, some scholars acknowledge our distance as a society from slavery; however, 
other scholars argue whether ideologically, emotionally and/or behaviorally, oppression of that 
type has been simply been re-appropriated in other ways (i.e., the prison industrial complex, 
police brutality, etc.). No matter the perspective, it appears that “as painful as it may be to 
acknowledge, their lives are still widely governed by a set of old oppressive myths circulating in 
the White-dominated world” (Jones & Shorter-Gooden, 2003, p. 2). This idea of motherwork 
holds within it certain cost. Patricia Hill Collins posits:  
On the one hand, the racial ethnic women’s motherwork for individual and community 
survival has been essential. Without women’s motherwork, communities would not 
survive, and by definition, women of color themselves would not survive. On the other 
hand, this work often extracts a high cost for large numbers of women. There is loss of 
individual autonomy and there is submersion of individual growth for the benefit of the 
group (Collins, 1994, p. 50). Although Black mothers have used the private sphere of 
their everyday actions as the site for activism, historically, it has cost them. In fact, 
“ranging from the private, individual actions of Black mothers within their homes to the 
more organized group behavior of Black churchwomen and sorority sisters, Black women 
use a variety of strategies to undermine oppressive institutions” (Collins, 2009, p. 225).  
 
It is precisely an act of resistance to push back against the oppressive intuitions in order 
to survive. Albeit navigating newer, evolved structures of the past in the form of structural 
gendered policies, wage gaps, underemployment, sexual violence and poverty, Black mothers are 




“involves valuing in and of itself a commitment to the survival and thriving of other bodies. It 
presents a fundamental contradiction to the logic of capitalism, which un-moors us from each 
other” (Oka, 2016, p. 52).  
I argue, too, that the quotidian, or the everyday, is a space where resistance lives. These 
little acts of resistance can be understood as fostering an environment of resiliency for the Black 
mothers in this project. Feminist scholar E. Frances White (2001) uses resistance as a way to talk 
about agency of the everyday that is embedded in the fabric of what it means to be political. This 
project makes the statement that “the internal, psychological, emotional, and personal 
experiences of Black women are inherently political” (Harris-Perry, 2011, p. 5); and thus, these 
experiences should be seen as revolutionary. This suggestion highlights the agency of Black 
women and mothers when no one is looking, and on fronts that aren’t in the spotlight — like the 
motherhood front.  
Talking about the lived experience is political (Collins, 2009) because thinking about the 
lived experience in little moments is a fluid process. The narratives that derive from lived 
experiences become spaces to “deal with forces over which we have no control” (White, 2001, p. 
4). These narratives of Black mothers are critical in providing counter-discourses. In fact, 
narratives are a crucial part of counter-discourse that speaks outwardly against racism and 
inwardly to the Black community about appropriate behavior and worldviews (White, 2001). 
Standpoint Theory  
 Black feminist thought is being used in this dissertation as a lens by which I am 
understanding the Black mothers’ varying experiences. To be clear, Black feminist thought is not 




lens for how to understand the variation, uniqueness, and similarities among their experiences. 
Standpoint theory then, refers to “group knowledge, recurring patterns of differential treatment” 
(Collins, 2009, p. 29).  
Standpoint theory serves as a critical analysis in that it “offers especially rich insights for 
analyzing the intellectual and political terrain in which Black feminist thought operates” 
(Collins, 1998, p. 193). Using standpoint theory coupled with Black feminist thought privileges 
Black female experiences (Collins, 1998). Using standpoint theory and Black feminist thought 
together is integral to this project.  I will use both in: 
… examining how race and class, on the one hand, and gender, on the other, have been 
historically organized in the Unites States …. Specifically, standpoint theory seems 
useful in analyzing issues associated with a new politics of containment that places Black 
women in segregated housing, schools, and jobs designed to keep them on the economic 
“bottom” (ibid., p. 210). 
 
 Due to the fact that people of color in general, and “African Americans in particular, are 
perceived through a distorted lens, Black women are routinely defined by a specific set of 
grotesque caricatures that are reductive, inaccurate, and unfair” (Jones & Shorter-Gooden, 2003, 
p. 3). Through the literature, scholars have been able to see a gap in mainstream media, literature 
and scholarship that not only focus on the Black woman but also center her experiences. When 
discussing communities of color, and Black women more specifically, providing a space for 












 “Still. Poverty is Violence. Poverty is crushing violence. Poverty is current. Poverty is NOW” 
(China Martens, 2016). 
 
Black women and Black mothers are a marginalized group of the United States’ 
population. Melissa Harris-Perry maintains that in order to get a glimpse at understanding the 
Black woman “we must explore their often unspoken experiences of hurt, rejection, faith and 
search for identity” (Harris-Perry, 2011, p. 4). This quote is essential in understanding the depth 
required in researching lived experiences.  
 Black women have historically come into contact with social and economic barriers that 
impact their everyday lives. According to Stephen M. Caliendo in his book, Inequality in 
America: Race, Poverty and Fulfilling Democracy’s Promise (2015), inequality is “the dramatic 
(and increasing) gap between the wealthiest and poorest Americans, and the disproportionate 
levels of poverty (and its corresponding characteristics such as incarceration, illiteracy, health 
disparities, etc.) in communities of color” (p. 8). Black women have historically struggled with 
barriers like the aforementioned on the account of being in a body that is marked Black and 
female (Collins, 2009).  
A lot of the literature on the injustices and inequality encountered by Black women is tied 
to the family, the economy and daily life (O’Connor, 2001; Collins, 1988; hooks, 2015; Guy-
Shefthall, 1995; Roberts, 1997). Scholarship on Black mothers involves a wide array of study 
that includes everything from child-rearing practices, depression and mental health, attitudes 
about marriage, stress and resiliency. These studies provide narratives that contribute to a deeper 




Cricco-Lizza (2008) recognizes the need for literature on Black mothers that includes 
their voices. She has studied the lives of 130 low-income Black mothers in New York City’s 
urban areas and addressed the challenges that the mothers discussed. She explains how Black 
mothers have “assumed the role of soldiers, developed new tactical maneuvers, trusted in God 
for justice, shared their resources with their comrades, took short-lived breaks when they were 
wounded in action, and used escape mechanisms” (Cricco-Lizza, 2008, p. 115).  
 Black women have had the highest rates of illness during pregnancy and complications 
during childbirth, and the highest maternal and infant mortality rates (Cricco-Lizza, 2008; Beato, 
2003). According to the New York Times’ article, Why Are America’s Black Mothers and Babies 
Are in a Life-or-Death Crisis (2018) find that “black infant sin America are now more than twice 
as likely to die as white infants—ac racial disparity that is actually wider than in 1850, 15 years 
before the end of slavery, when most black women were considered chattel” (Villarosa, 2018).  
The mothers within this study (Beato, 2003) were observed and also interviewed at the WIC 
clinic. Many of the Black mothers had health issues, which affected their children in multiple 
ways. The informants discussed high levels of stress caused by the adversity in their lives and the 
daily battle to meet their basic needs while living in their urban neighborhoods. The Black 
mothers were similar in their constant concern regarding “financial problems, housing, 
education, employment, safety, loss, and racism” (ibid., p. 121). Informants within Cricco-
Lizza’s (2008) study describe having to deal with rundown housing, drugs and crime on a daily 




Black women’s relationships with personal physicians and mistrust of their medical 
apparatuses also matter in their overall health and use of the medical system. As Roberts (1997) 
states:  
While most … white women can negotiate health services with the help of a personal 
physician who is socially like them, most Black women must face complicated and 
impersonal medical institutions on their own … [thus] Black women are less likely to be 
aware of controversies surrounding informed consent, sterilization, and the side effects of 
contraceptives such as Norplant reported in the newspaper, consumer reports, and health 
publications (Roberts, 1997, p. 234).  
 
What we gather from these accounts is that low-income, residential segregation, lack of access, 
and inequality come together to produce disadvantage in places like Englewood in Chicago, 
Illinois, and in the lives of Black women everywhere who come into contact with such barriers. 
Further, the social, economic and historical implications of these factors matter and have real 
effects on the lives of Black women. According to the U.S. Department of Health Services, 
Office of Minority Health, at large, African Americans experienced a higher “death rate than 
whites for heart diseases, stroke, cancer, asthma, influenza and pneumonia, diabetes, HIV/AIDS, 
and homicide” (U.S. Department of Health Services, 2018).  
Economics 
The growth in overall earnings inequality in the United States has been attributed to 
“skills mismatch, deindustrialization, a labor market increasingly bifurcated into low-skill, low-
pay and high-skill, high-pay jobs, and an eroding wage floor” (Dozier, 2010, p. 279). Dozier 
explained that although these factors play a major role in the wage gaps between Black and white 
women — ultimately, Black women (by 2002) were still earning less than white women. For 




(with a high school education) earning $11.88 an hour, Black women (with the same level of 
education) were making $10.71. This disparity is alarming because of the assumptions that could 
be made about having a high school diploma. The Unites States’ political and economic response 
to general market fluctuations should be able to take into account an equal pay line depending on 
societal markers like education level (O’Connor, 2001). Dozier’s research shows that this is not 
the case and thus that there is something else happening.  
After the analysis with a control for statistical factors like occupational upgrading and 
moving to jobs with higher mean wages, Black women still suffered from a gap in take-home 
wages.  Across the country, 31.3% of self-identified Black women in the United States are high 
school graduates according the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2014) (United States Department of 
Labor, 2014). This statistic can be compared to 21.3% for white women. From this view, there is 
not a disparity. However, when considering overall educational attainment, the figures change. 
For a bachelor’s degree, the disparity shifts, putting white women above Black women (United 
States Department of Labor, 2014).  For those who hold a doctoral degree, the ratio of white 
women’s to Black women’s annual average is 2.1% to 0.8% (ibid.). What is to be noted here is 
the intersection of educational disparity and educational attainment.  
Alongside this trend, a common thread of knowledge that has been produced in the 
United States is that of individualism. This somewhat patriotic notion has grown as an ideal. As 
Lareau (2003) states, “Americans are much more comfortable recognizing the power of 
individual initiative than recognizing the power of social class” (Lareau, 2003, p. 7). The 
“American Dream” functions in the minds of Americans as achievable beyond a reasonable 




the bigger predictors of whether a child will become a college graduate. This is the case due to 
the ability of social stratification to claim a hold on the success of future generations. Lareau 
(2003) identifies this as a generational cycle. She finds that, although messy, social stratification 
has a particular impact on shaping the daily rhythms of family life (Lareau, 2003).  
Annette Lareau’s book, Unequal Childhoods: Class, Race, and Family Life outlines a 
critical analysis on the invisible, yet powerful ways that parents’ social class impacts children’s 
life experiences. Lareau finds that middle-class parents engage in what is called “concerted 
cultivation.” This concept, she finds, is rooted in rearing practices where parents and children 
engage in “discussions” in which children learn to relate to adults as equals. These parents also 
think that “developing” their children through participation in organized activities and 
experiences to cultivate their talents in a concerted manner that often dominates the lives of their 
children is important. This logic is often contradicted by the narrative of working-class families, 
whose parenting patterns establish clear boundaries between adults and children. They often do 
not consider participation in organized leisure activities to be an essential element of good 
parenting, nor do they formally elicit discussions about children’s thoughts, opinions and 
feelings (Lareau, 2003). Ordinarily, this would tend to produce a negative effect when thinking 
about the family and child-rearing. However, Lareau (2003) finds that this at-first perceived 
distance from children is in fact a tactic that facilitates the “accomplishment of natural growth” 
(Lareau, 2003, p. 3).  
What Lareau highlights is that the working-class and poor families that engage in such 
behaviors experience juxtaposition when coming into contact with standards of institutions like 




home is out of sync with the standards of institutions. As a result, while children whose parents 
adopt strategies of concerted cultivation appear to gain a sense of entitlement, [working-class and 
poor children] appear to gain an emerging sense of distance, distrust, and constraint in their 
institutional experiences” (ibid.).  
So, the social stratification of humans in society has a lot to do with the pattern of effects 
on their individual consciousness. Feminist scholar Patricia Hill Collins finds that structural 
barriers affect group interaction and group access to institutional power and privileges (Collins, 
2000). Just as this is a plausible predictor of outcomes for children, it is also true for Black 
women who have grown up in the context of the United States. This interaction with structure is 
most often seen as the “matrix of domination” introduced by Collins (Collins, 2000; Collins 
2009). The matrix of domination serves as a framework for understanding the relationships 
among the different forms of oppression — such as race, gender and social class — that affect 
the lives of Black women. Her theory is a descendent of “Double Jeopardy” and “Triple 
Jeopardy” that was illuminated by Frances Beale in 1970. 
Mothering and the State 
While on the feminism front, Black motherhood was taken up,  other Historically, Black 
mothering specifically has been a threat to the state. The state, has viewed the Black woman’s 
body and mothering as resources for abuse (Oka, 2016). Entangled within this narrative are 
notions of Black women and their bodies being disappeared, exploited and manipulated. Black 
women through the ages have been criticized or punished for mothering. Whereas white women 
and their children have been seen as contributing to a thriving population of citizens, Black 




allowed to marry and were forced to give up their children often times.  During welfare reform, 
Black, Brown and Native women were disappeared through sterilization practices. Today, Black 
women’s children have been lost to mass criminalization, mass incarceration and death (Oka, 
2016).  
According to the infamous and prolific Moynihan Report of 1965, social scientists have 
been enamored by the analysis of poverty, Black male joblessness, generational cycles and the 
matriarchal family structure due to slavery (Moynihan, 1965; Massey & Sampson, 2009). 
Moynihan’s (1965) analysis of the “Negro family” outlined that it was headed by African-
American women and encompassed failure to discipline children, emasculation of male children, 
poverty, joblessness, and de-feminization of female children. Most of all, African-American 
mothers were charged with being found guilty of damaging the Black family structure 
(Moynihan, 1965). In essence, social problems associated with the African-American family 
(i.e., crime, juvenile delinquency, drug abuse and educational underachievement) stemmed from 
a matriarchal family structure that dated back to slavery.  
Moynihan credited sociologist E. Franklin Frazier and his 1939 piece, In the City of 
Destruction with praise for its analysis of rural marginality, claiming: “In every index of family 
pathology — divorce, separation, and desertion, female family head, children in broken homes, 
and illegitimacy — the contrast between the urban and rural environment for the Negro families 
is unmistakable” (Moynihan, 1965, p. 19). Moynihan’s report’s findings were hedged upon 
blame for societal factors — on the shoulders of the Black woman. The policy implications of 
Moynihan’s research began to feed into perceptions and stereotypes about Black families and 




and Black women’s bodies. The history between Black motherhood and the state is a history of 
consentient weeding out by the state, and pushback and revolution by the Black mother. Black 
motherhood and survival, then, is a site of revolution.  
The Strong Black Woman 
 
Many mothers speak about the need to “be strong” in the midst of wanting and needing to 
“break down” and shut down their emotional responses to the phenomena at the moment. 
Danielle, a study participant, eloquently spoke of this need in her statement:  
Being a woman in Englewood is a lot. Because we the ones that gotta look over our 
babies and stuff like that.”  In mental health circles, this behavior is most generally 
known as the “Strong Black Woman. 
 
The Strong Black Woman is often referred to by other names: Superwoman, Modern Mammy, 
Black Lady, Sojourner Syndrome and the like (Donovan & West, 2014).   The Black mothers in 
this project have a high sense of creating a very public persona in front of their children — being 
ever mindful about how the children perceive them. This type of “strength over everything” has 
been rolled into what authors Roxanne A. Donovan and Lindsey M. West find as contributing to 
the mothers’ lack of will to seek professional help to tame and or relieve some stressors. In their 
(N=92) participant study on self-identified Black female college students, they found that the 
“Strong Black Woman moderated the relationship between stress and depressive symptoms, 
whereas low levels of SBW endorsement did not” (Donovan & West, 2015, p. 392). In other 
words, their study shows a relationship between Black women who subscribe to the Strong Black 
Woman stereotype and high levels of stress. This tendency highlights the fact that when Black 
women view strength as: independence, self-control, work ethic, self-reliance and emotional 




Author Tamara Beauboeuf-Lafontant urges that this kind of strength is costly and is 
romanticized in efforts to “maintain a stratified social order by obscuring Black women’s 
experience of suffering, acts of desperation and anger” (Beauboeuf-Lafontant, 2009, p. 2).  
Authors Natalie Watson and Carla Hunter find that this reliance on the Strong Black Woman 
schema has benefiting factors like asserting power and minimizing negative stereotypes; 
however, it also limited Black women’s options, such as “engaging in self-care behaviors” 
(Watson and Hunter, 2016, p. 427). So, like the women in my study, by clinging to the Strong 
Black Woman schema and subscribing to this theory, some scholars have found this “benefit” to 
be detrimental to women’s willingness to seek help from mental health professionals.  
Further, engaging in this type of paradigm actively contributes to stifling the Black 
woman’s actual ability to have certain agencies that the Strong Black Woman holds within it. 
From the Strong Black Woman construct, Black women glean “a constructive role model [in 
which] Black women draw encouragement and self- assurance” when overcoming obstacles 
(Harris-Perry, 2011, p. 184). Further, Melissa Harris-Perry finds:  
What begins as empowering self-definitions can quickly become a prison. By adopting 
and reproducing the icon of the strong black woman, African American women help craft 
an expectation that they should be autonomously responsible and self-denying caregivers 
in their homes and communities. This means that they are validated, admired and praised 
based on how they behave, not on who they are …. African-American women hold the 
strong black woman up as a shield against the shame-inducing negative stereotypes of the 
crooked room. To protect against always being seen as inferior, they declare themselves 
uniquely capable, but this strength is a shield full of holes; it sets up new possibilities for 
being misrecognized (ibid., p. 185).  
In essence, the paradigm that is used to encourage positive self-image and the acceptance of 
strength through various obstacles can have damaging effects on the Black women that subscribe 





Mamas who unlearn domination by refusing to dominate their children, extended family 
and friends, community caregivers, radical childcare collectives, all of us breaking cycles of 
abuse by deciding what we want to replicate from the past and what we need urgently to 
transform, are m/othering ourselves. — Alexis Pauline Gumbs, 2016 
 
Black racial and economic oppression, and Black resistance to that oppression, have 
always been fluid and changing, predominantly during periods of substantial transformations to 
the political economy. According to Cha-Jua’s The Changing Same: Black Racial Formation 
and Transformation as a Theory of African American Experience, “the central force determining 
African American historical development has been the U.S. capitalist political economy’s 
‘demand for Black labor’ in dialectical interaction with the state’s racial policies, the academy’s 
and popular culture’s representations of Blacks, and the character and robustness of Black 
agency” (Cha-Jua, 2009, p. 26).   
Resistance can be understood as the refusal to accept or comply with something. 
Synonyms of the word are: opposition, fight, stand and struggle. These understandings of the 
word “resistance” help to flesh out how resistance is used as a mobilizing factor in the lives of 
Black mothers in the Englewood neighborhood of Chicago, Illinois. The comings and goings of 
everyday life present opportunities to cope with and resist the impact of structural barriers in the 
lives of Black women. Historically, there has been a logical relationship between systemic 
oppression against African Americans and autonomous Black resistance in United States. People 
of color and African Americans to be specific have experienced some of the most arduous 




Although this is the case historically, African American women have always invested in 
strategically pushing back against racism. For Black women and mothers, “acts of resistance, 
both organized and anonymous, have long existed” (Collins, 2009, p. 105). As the resistance of 
Black women and mothers is seen through everyday small and large acts, Patrician Hill Collins 
maintains even further, “Resisting by doing something that ‘is not expected’ could not have 
occurred without Black women’s long-standing rejection of the mammies, matriarchs, and other 
controlling images” (Collins, 2009, p. 108).  Further, bell hooks (1990) maintains that the home 
is a space for resistance and a place to get away from white power structures (hooks, 1990).  
It is important to note here that, when combined, these individual acts of resistance tend to 
organize as a collective consciousness. Although the Black woman is not by any means a 
monolith, the collectiveness of these everyday acts suggests that a “distinctive, collective Black 
woman’s consciousness exists” (ibid.).  
Resiliency and Coping Strategies 
According to psychologists Smith, Saklofske, Keefer & Tremblay (2016), personal 
resiliency is defined as a “coping resource” (p. 318). Positive coping strategies alleviate stress 
and promote positive psychological outcomes. Ineffective strategies can exacerbate stress and 
promote negative psychological outcomes. Smith, Saklofske, Keefer & Tremblay (2016) explain 
that some methods that individuals use to cope with stress include task-oriented coping, emotion-
oriented coping, and avoidance-oriented coping. For this project, the Black mothers’ stressors 
include providing for their households, protecting their children from the violence in Englewood, 




Task-oriented coping consists of  “strategies in which individuals attempt to re-
conceptualize or find solutions to the problem causing distress” (p. 319). Emotion-oriented 
coping  involves “strategies in which individuals attempt to regulate the negative emotionality 
associated with a perceived stressor by engaging in conscious activities related to affect 
regulation” (ibid.). Finally, avoidance-oriented coping is characterized by “activities and/or 
cognitive strategies used in a deliberate attempt to disengage from stressful situations” (ibid.). 
These delineations speak to the variety of ways that people cope with stress and situations that 
cause stressful outcomes.  
 The authors found, in their 447-participant study on personal resiliency and coping 
efficacy, that “perceptions of controllability and availability of personal resources” have a 
bearing on how and in what ways people deal with stress. In essence, how someone adapts and 
copes in their time of distress has a lot to do with how successful they perceive their efforts in 
doing so will be. This notion highlights how participants perceived the nature of stress and 
whether they could overcome or work through the issues at hand.  
Similarly, according to Rashida Atkins (2016), emotion-focused and problem-focused 
coping mechanisms are arranged as eight scales. She maintains that the following are emotion-
focused scales:  
(1) Escape-Avoidance (EA) — wishful thinking and behavioral efforts to escape 
or avoid the problem 
 
(2) Self-Control (SC) — efforts to regulate one’s own feelings 
 
 






(4) Distancing (D) — efforts to detach oneself 
 
(5) Positive Reappraisal (PR) — efforts to create positive meaning by focusing on 
personal growth 
 
The two problem-focused scales included:  
  
(1) Planful Problem Solving (PPS) —  deliberate problem-focused efforts to alter 
the situation 
 
(2) Confronted Coping (CC) — aggressive efforts to alter the situation  
 
Depending on the type of support provided, the last scale could be either emotion-focused or 
problem-focused:  
(1) Seeking Social Support (SSS) — turning to friends, relatives or other people 
for tangible, informational or emotional support  
Many of the mothers tended to engage in coping mechanisms that spanned most of the scales 
proposed by Dr. Rashida Atkins at various junctures.  This type of coping strategy is best known 
as the “coping profile” (Vitaliano, et al., 1990), whereas a person can at times rely on one coping 
mechanism in the scale and overshadow another.  
As well, in Keefe, Brownstein-Evans & Polmanteer’s (2016) study involving 30 semi-
structured interviews with Black mothers in relation to stress and postpartum depression (PPD), 
they found six themes or practices that the mothers in their study used to help relieve stress, feel 
at peace, release their burdens, feel less alone and feel thankful for what they have. “Specifically, 
mothers who adhered to their faith beliefs and engaged in spiritual practices described shifts in 
their perspectives on various life stressors” (Keefe, Brownstein-Evans, & Polmanteer, 2016, p, 




… being open to God’s guidance, which they believe led them to developing different 
perspectives on their situations and to acting differently toward others. At times, this 
process involved developing a different understanding of their own life situations, 
relationships, capacity to change, or decision-making abilities (ibid.).  
 
The six categories and themes associated with prayer and connection to God included:  
 
(1) Relief from stress 
 
(2) Feeling valued and less alone 
 
(3) Experiencing gratitude 
 
(4) Developing perspective and accepting God’s guidance 
 
(5) Changing and developing relationships 
 
(6) Preventing self-harm 
 
It was due to their relationship with God that the mothers in their study coped with stress and 
postpartum depression in healthy ways. The themes mentioned by authors Keefe, Brownstein-
Evans & Polmanteer (2016) present benefits for the mothers as a result of their relationship with 
God. This research shows that believing in a higher power helps Black mothers cope with stress 
and trauma. In essence, relieving stress, feeling valued and less alone, feeling gratitude, 
preventing self-harm and accepting God’s guidance can be understood as coping mechanisms.  
Using a culturally-informed, risk-protective framework, authors Lamis, Wilson, Tarantino, 
Lansford & Kaslow (2014) studied spiritual well-being (existential or religious) as a moderator 
or protective factor against parenting stress. In a sample (N= 44) of African American women 
with low socioeconomic status, the authors investigated the relationship between spiritual well-
being and resiliency. The women in their study were primarily caregivers; the study found that, 




existential and religious belief tended to experience less parental stress. Lamis, Wilson, 
Tarantino, Lansford & Kaslow’s study contributes to scholarship on the family by analyzing how 
those who reside in poor and risky neighborhoods and suffer from low socioeconomic status are 
viewed.  
According to these authors, spirituality is a protective factor in the African American 
community that serves as a survival strategy for triumphing over adversity and developing 
positive social bonds and navigating skills (Boyd-Franklin, 2010; Bacchus & Holley, 2004; 
Keefe, Brownstein-Evans, & Polmanteer, 2016). When mothers acknowledged that their greatest 
coping mechanism was prayer, it served to be the single most applicable coping mechanism next 
to having quiet time in the bathroom or other area of the house, listening to music, and talking to 
a friend or family member.  
Mothering in Urban Neighborhoods 
These considerations lead us to think about what I am highlighting as the ordinary magic 
of the day-to-day-ness of mothering. It is important to note that I have separated resistance and 
resiliency in order to acknowledge how Black historians speak about resistance and how 
psychologists define resiliency. Both veins of research approach coping and resisting as a 
behavior that happens in a specific location — in an environment with external contexts.  I, then, 
am theorizing these external contexts as the everyday comings and goings of life, poverty and 
violence. As far as the mothers in Englewood are concerned, their everyday context includes 
poverty, violence and motherhood.  
Black motherhood “consists of a series of constantly renegotiated relationships that 




African-American community, and self” (Collins, 2009, p. 190). Black mothers share similarities 
as they are confronted with issues of parenting, racism and class. Elliot & Aseltine’s (2012) 
study addressed the similarities of Black mothers but also confronted the differences within their 
experiences. The Black mothers described hostile environments and the “risks their child faces 
based on the intersections of race, class, and gender” as their major concerns and fears for their 
children (Elliot & Aseltine, 2012, p. 726). In their study, working class and poor mothers feared 
that others would persuade their sons to involve themselves with gang and/or criminal activity. 
Black mothers explain that the police rarely intervene despite their presence in their urban 
neighborhood.  
Thus, Sharp and Ispa (2008) explained that children raised in poor urban neighborhoods 
experience greater ecological risks for deleterious outcomes than children growing up in more 
advantaged neighborhoods (Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2000; Sampson, et al., 2002; Sharp & 
Ispa, 2008). Mothers of Black and Latino sons who live in upper income areas focused their fears 
on the possibility that the police may mistake their sons for criminals (ibid., p. 727). These 
mothers were aware of the images in the media regarding Black boys; and, even if their sons 
would never engage in such criminal activity, they still feared that the police would wrongfully 
judge them, like cases of mistaken identity that have been portrayed in the media. The mothers 
discussed the stress of protecting their daughters from sexual advances from older men in urban 
neighborhoods and the need to monitor their clothing due to the “attractive and curvaceous” 





Sharp and Ispa (2008) questioned whether Black mothers have different goals and 
expectations for their sons and daughters. They agree with many feminist scholars regarding the 
negative impact of current patriarchal systems and look into issues that are supported in relation 
to Critical Race Theory. They acknowledge that race and gender are both social constructs that 
decipher the way society normalizes male and female roles. Additionally, they considered race 
and explained how, in comparison to whites, the gender roles for Black males and females are 
more closely related (Sharp & Ispa, 2008). In the above analysis and within this dissertation, the 
mothers were “concerned with their power and powerlessness within an array of social 
institutions that frame their lives” (Collins, 1994, p. 53). The next chapter discusses the 
methodology for this project and, more specifically, how lived experiences of the Black mothers 




Chapter 3: Methodology: Qualitative Analysis through Grounded Theory 
 
This study and analysis is particularly salient given the high level of violence in 
Englewood, located in Chicago, Illinois. Due to the high visibility of African American male 
violence in the streets of Englewood, this project is concerned with how the Black mothers living 
and dwelling within the confines of Englewood survive and mother. Given that, historically, 
African American men and youth are incarcerated and killed disproportionately (Alexander, 
2012), it is important to explore how Black women are mothering and coping with raising 
children in the midst of it all.   
At the center of this project are the words, thoughts and experiences of Black mothers 
living in Englewood. Black feminist thought has stressed the continued need for stories and 
histories of African American women’s experiences in the academy, in literature, and as useful 
in order to inform policy and community relations. Thus, this research seeks to contribute to that 
body of knowledge. The Black mothers in this project remembered a lot of things — framed 
largely by the questions they were asked. In analysis, we must consider and sit with what the 
mothers could not remember or chose to remain silent.  It prompts the questions: What did this 
response reveal about their need to tell? Was this the first time someone specifically asked how 
they were doing and probed them regarding their answers?  
Also, we must consider that they only stated what they wanted us to know. You cannot 
read about their experiences without thinking about what the mothers did not say. Therefore, 
what did they leave out, and what are they still sitting with? The discussions from Hartman’s & 




further, what happens when you are asked to recall? The connection I am making here is that 
trauma, stress and carrying stress and sorrow over years can be seen as a coping mechanism.  
Coping can be seen as an emotional or physical response to a stressor. Coping is seen as 
“emotion-focused” when it is aimed at regulating stressful emotions and is used when a situation 
is considered to be out of one’s control, something that must be accepted or, from the person’s 
perspective, something that cannot be changed. Coping is “problem-focused” when it is aimed at 
or involves action to alter the person, environment or relationship that is causing the stressful 
emotions and “when the situation is viewed as amenable to change” (Atkins, 2016, p. 3).  
Grounded Theory Method: Trends and Debates 
 
What scholars in both qualitative and quantitative studies find important are bigger 
connections that help us to understand and analyze any particular phenomena. However, some 
scholars at large may deem the lived experiences and categorization to be “unquantifiable,” 
unreliable from a research standpoint, and considered uncritical (Taylor & Vintges, 2004). I 
argue that quantitative categories often do not grasp the “terrible newness” of the current varying 
experiences and survival concepts that are posing a problem of “domination and destruction” 
(ibid.). Thus, I maintain and submit this work, participating in “critically analyzing the function 
of norms and normativity and illustrating the potentially oppressive effects of their uncritical 
acceptance” (ibid., p. 2).  
Qualitative researchers are invested in words, experiences and knowledge production. As 
Krathwohl (2009) highlights, there are different sources of knowledge. Lived experience, the 




mothers at the center. The epistemology of the project, then, accepts these various knowledge 
bases as not only substantial but also meaningful.  
In a particular context, for example, a Black mother’s response to violence in her neighborhood 
can be seen as meaningful. What is powerful about that Black mother’s experiences is how she 
puts them into context with her worldview and how they relate to the structural barriers, like 
inequality and racism.  Within the Black feminist tradition — which both influences and is 
influenced by social science research — the lived experience (however it is known to be true) is 
valid and thus should be at the center (Behar, 1996; Collins, 1998, 2009; De Preez, 2008; Guy-
Sheftall, 1995).  
The discussion of qualitative methodology versus quantitative methodology has been a 
point of contention among scholars of various fields. This project is in need of a methodology 
that can help make meaning of what is said and unsaid in the various interviews.  In this case, the 
number of mothers interviewed is less important than the understanding of what they actually 
experience on a day-to-day basis when mothering and surviving. In order to capture this, I 
employ a method that is able to grapple with what life looks like for the mothers in Englewood.  
Coupled with Black feminist thought, I highlight meaning-making moments in the collective 
lived experiences of the Englewood mothers. This dissertation, then, seeks to provide an analysis 
of the quotidian, viewed through a lens of Black feminist and grounded in rich data, to promote a 
space for interpretation and understanding.  
In order to study the quotidian and lived experience, I have chosen to focus on a 
qualitative method approach that is centered on the importance of “inductive-emergent, bottom-




data and phenomena at the center. This type of meaning-making process is integral to the study 
and analysis of everyday life, as told by those who live it and who can attest to its complexities.  
Grounded theory method is a systematic methodology that holds the data at the center of its 
analysis procedure. Termed by sociologists Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss (1967), grounded 
theory (GT) is a theory or explanation that is grounded in observations (Krathwohl, 2009; 
Babbie, 2007). Its conception can be linked to the “combining of two main traditions of research: 
positivism and interactionism.” Essentially, grounded theory method is “the attempt to derive 
theories from an analysis of the patterns, themes and common categories discovered in 
observational data” (Babbie, 2007, p. 296-297).  
According to Emerson, Fretz & Shaw (1995), after the data is collected, the researcher 
must switch to thinking about the data in a way that reveals themes and connections within the 
data. The purpose of this is to “transform the collection of materials into writings that speak to 
wider, outside audiences” (Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995, p. 172). In essence, the data undergoes 
a process of widening from the close-knit relationship of the researcher and the text.  
Origins 
 
Grounded theory was birthed out of the merging of two minds — Barney G. Glaser and 
Aselm L. Strauss. While working together as colleagues on a study that later became their 
seminal book, Awareness of Dying (1965), Glaser and Strauss became determined to outline a 
process in which “generating and subsequently verifying a theory should receive equal treatment 
within social research” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Moore, 2009; Kenny & Fourie, 2014). Glaser 
and Strauss determined that often times in research “since verification has primacy on the current 




specific research” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 2). As a result, Glaser and Strauss were not fond of 
theory that arose from previous social theory and empirical research and were, therefore, 
encouraging a process that generated theory which arises from (and accurately responds to) 
social research. They believed this method would serve research better, as it would be more 
“successful than theories logically deduced from a priori assumptions” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, 
p. 6).  
 Glaser and Strauss fashioned a method that would close the gap between theory and 
empirical research. The name “grounded theory” actually spurred from the researchers 
highlighting how theory should have the objective of being grounded in empirical research 
(Kenny & Fourie, 2014). This approach to research was different from the way empirical 
research had merged with theory until this point. Glaser and Strauss’s method encouraged 
researchers to first look at the data set inductively and form a theory only after analyzing the 




 According to the original outline and guidelines of grounded theory, the three-step 
process of coding includes: open coding (examining, comparing, conceptualizing and 
categorizing data); axial coding (reassembling data into groupings based on relationships and 
patterns within and among the categories identified in the data); and selective coding (identifying 
and describing the central phenomenon or “core category” in the data (Starks, 2007; Dey, 1999; 




Open coding is a process in which the “researcher breaks down and categorizes the data into 
manageable segments” (Ary, et al., 2006, p. 553). In axial coding, the “researcher puts the data 
back together again and makes connection between and across categories” (ibid.). This step of 
the process is where relationships between coded data can come together. The final step in 
coding is selective coding. This step entails the researcher reviewing the data with “a clear and 
selective focus” on a specific category (Ary, et al., 2006; Mavaddat, 2014).  
In essence, grounded theory method is a way to let the data speak for itself. Throughout 
the coding process, the researcher engages in writing memos. Charmaz (2002) stated “memo 
writing links coding to the writing of the first draft of the analysis; it is the critical intermediate 
step that moves the analysis forward” (p. 687). Emerson, Fretz & Shaw (1995) find coding and 
memoing essential when doing qualitative analysis like grounded theory method. 
Research Design and Data Procedures 
 
Approvals from the Institutional Review Board at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign were needed for this study. The University of Illinois provided the space for data 
collection for this project. A total of 96 low-income, Black mothers participated in the complete 
study headed by Dr. Mendenhall; however, only 62 interviews are included for analysis in this 
dissertation. The mothers received $40 as compensation for their time and for sharing their life 
experiences. The mothers’ limited economic access was apparent as many expressed how 
participating in the study could help them financially.  
All of the interviewers and data collectors for this project were women of color. 
Engaging in interdisciplinary research work, their research backgrounds varied and ranged from 




collected included surveys and information provided by focus groups. For this dissertation, the 
data collected from the in-depth interviews are analyzed.  
The collected interviews lasted for two hours on average with open participation by the 
mothers who received compensation for their time, memories, and willingness to share. 
Collecting the data in interview form at first was slow; however, as days passed, many women 
signed up to participate and share their stores. Before long, there was a line wrapped around the 
YMCA of women who were interested in the study — so much so, that they stood in the cold to 
be able to participate.  Their dedication and desire to have their voices heard speaks volumes 
about their willingness to engage in seeking out opportunities to better their circumstances. Table 
3.1 lists examples of the interview questions. 
 
Table 3.1 Interview Questions 
 
Sample of Interview Questions 
 
If you had to describe your neighborhood to someone who does not know it, what would you 
say? 
What does it mean to you to be an African American woman living in Englewood?  
What about the neighborhood helps you as a parent? What is not helpful?  
Do you or your children have problems with drugs (deals), violence, muggings or gangs in this 
neighborhood?  If yes, what kind of problems?  
What causes stress in your life: money, job, children, romantic relationship, sexual identity, 
discrimination (what type), physical illness, illness of individuals in network, death, etc.?  
How do you deal with stress or get through tough issues?  
How do you feel that you are managing as a single mother?  
Sometimes Black women use other words to indicate feelings of depression. What other words 
do you use when thinking or talking about depression? 
What kind of future do you think your children will have? 
What role do you think the government (education, welfare policy, police department, jails, 
transportation, etc.) plays in the problems in your neighborhoods? 







The unit of analysis for this study was U.S. African American mothers. The complete 
sample was (N=96) African American mothers with at least one child; however, this study 
focuses on a sample size of (N=62) of those 96 interviews due to time constraints. The mothers 
varied in age, educational background, occupation, number of biological children and marital 
status. Table 3.2 lists more detailed demographic data.  
 
Table 3.2 Sample Demographic Data 
 
 
Demographic Data  
 
Variable  Mean SD Range 
Age 0.21 0.41 18 to 62 
Highest Level of Education 2.40 1.58 0 to 9 
Number of Children 2.05 1.44 0 to 7 
Currently Pregnant 0.10 0.30 0 to 1 
Currently Employed 0.18 0.39 0 to 1 
Taking Courses  0.25 0.44 0 to 1 





The semi-structured interviews were audiotaped, transcribed — verbatim — and 
immediately analyzed using grounded theory method.  Writing a dissertation about Black women 
and their experiences has been a challenge. As a Black woman myself, I originally thought 
positive things about researching the lives of other Black women…. However, what happened 
when I came in contact with the atrocities and realities of the Black women in this study, I was 
frozen… at times paralyzed from sifting through the data. At one point, it was necessary to sift 




from fear, pain and reflection… after read the interviews, I took an emotional leave from looking 
at the interviews anymore. This was not planned. As I reflect on that time, emotionally and 
spiritually, I could not hold within me the many stories of violence, and pushing to survive 
amidst all of the things working against and upon these women. I was able to push myself into 
work, and away from their words. Through my positionality,  I was able to pull away and dive 
back into my every-day reality. As a coping mechanism, I reminded myself that I was not living 
what these women we saying they were actively living. I felt guilty to do so and then also 
relieved. However, as weeks passed, the reality that I had to return  to their lives and do their 
time and sharing justice, I forced myself to re-sit with their words. Even when I was away from 
data, I sat with what they shared. I was moved to a place of disbelief that these women could and 
had to cope and survive amidst the violence, thread of harms, lack of income, and high stress.  
As each interview was transcribed, it was then put into Atlas.ti (the Qualitative Data 
Analysis & Research Software) and grouped by larger categories, such as mother, stress, 
neighborhood, etc. From there, the data was coded following Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) 
procedures for coding within grounded theory method.  That process included open, axial and 










Table 3.3 Codes 
 
Table 3.3 Examples of Codes 
 
STRESS-COPE Stress and how to cope with it 
 
UNEQUAL-RESIST Structural inequality; things in the neighborhood that 
reflect racism, classism, sexism, etc. What they do about 
agencies that make them mad and general acts of 
resistance 
 
BLKWMN Meaning of race, class, gender 
 
MOM-CHILD Mothers’ childhood 
 
PARENT Parenting (guilt, fear, worry, socialization 






 What is significant about how grounded theory is implemented is how the themes that 
emerge are based on the actual experiences and words of the participants. Because it is the 
intention of this project to bring to the foreground the Black mothers’ actual words and 
experiences, this method proved to be both necessary and important. Glaser and Strauss 
originally described grounded theory method as involving the following four stages: (1) 
Comparing incidents applicable to each category — phenomenon recognition; (2)Integrating 
categories and their properties — noting relationships among concepts; (3) Delimiting the theory 
— reducing categories and thinking more succinctly about what emerges; and (4) Writing theory 
— putting findings into words (Babbie, 2007, p. 380).  
 This system of revisiting, writing memos and searching for emergent themes presents a 




theory assumes that the words and beliefs of the participants and informants give important detail 
in understanding phenomena. Grounded theory also takes into consideration working data or a 
research project from the bottom-up, emergent and holistic approach (Krathwohl, 2009). Even 
more important here is to note the systematic set of principles or fundamentals and what some 
would describe as a “dogmatic” set of systematic coding techniques (Mavaddat, 2014). The 
underlying assumption is that once this type of analysis is done, a theory will in fact arise that 
will best explain the data set or phenomenon at hand.  
Tensions among Grounded Theorists 
 
After a series of disagreements between Glaser and Strauss over the direction of this 
research method, Glaser and Strauss worked on separate manuscripts on grounded theory. They 
were published as Basics of Qualitative Research: Grounded Theory Procedures and Techniques 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998) and Basics of Grounded Theory Analysis: Emergence vs. Forcing 
(Glaser, 1992). The tension that arose between the scholars — and thus the separate publications 
— grew out of a time period when qualitative research “had sunk to a low status” (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1994, p. 275). It was during the 1960s that qualitative research was taking a back seat to 
quantitative and positivist methodologies (Kenny & Fourie, 2014).  
This influx of shifts can be seen when mapping the ideological and theoretical trajectory 
of social science research. Due to grounded theory’s preoccupation with inquiring about how 
social structures and processes influence the way things are accomplished given a set of social 
interactions, it relies on the information that already exists within the data set. To supplement 




strategize about concepts and connects them to larger constructs. In fact, the grounded theory 
method employs the constant comparison method in that it grew out of grounded theory method.  
 For example, when thinking about the lived experiences of Black mothers in Englewood, 
as a researcher, I can connect the experience of being in a low-income bracket to broader 
arguments about economic inequality in the Englewood neighborhood in the city of Chicago. 
Under the constant comparison method, the process involves analyzing data and using its 
analysis to guide more data gathering, and so on until additional effort brings understanding 
(Krathwohl, 2009). In fact, this method “involves coding each item in the field notes in terms of 
the dimension or concept of which it is an indicator. When a concept becomes overtly visible, it 
can be identified as being saturated” (ibid., p. 278). Therefore, such concepts that jump out 
consistently can then be seen and used as reoccurring themes, and concepts to incorporate as 
foundational findings in my data set.  
Critiques 
 
 Even further, the method holds within it that, by following the guidelines, a theory is 
generated from the data itself and is not constructed (as later scholars of Glaser and Strauss 
might have suggested) (Kenny & Fourie, 2014). Glaser and Strauss held that grounded theory 
supports a philosophy of discovering implicit theory within a data set. Finding validity and 
reliability in experiences served as the backbone for the ideology of grounded theory method.  
Kathy Charmaz, a student of both Glaser and Strauss and a fellow sociologist, understood 
grounded theory method and took things a step further with her critique of the method using a 
constructivist bent. She produced a number of publications debating the principles of grounded 




“neither the data nor the theories are discovered” and instead that “we construct our grounded 
theories through our past and present involvements and interactions with people, perspectives 
and research practices” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 10).  Kathy Charmaz suggested there is no possible 
way for a researcher to come to a data set unbiased and uninhibited by previous structures like 
ideology. She moved away from some of the more core foundations of the method, proposing a 
constructed version of grounded theory.  
Limitations 
 
Using grounded theory method has provided increased ability to have a research design 
that centers on the voices of the participants. “Validity” means the procedures of a study and 
instruments used can in fact tap into the phenomenon under investigation. “Reliability” means 
that another researcher can, in principle, obtain similar results using the same method and 
procedures (Foley & Timonen, 2015). This tension between a study being valid or reliable lies at 
the bottom and heart of good research.  
This struggle and tension within qualitative studies in regard to reliability and validity is 
important to consider. The underlying tension between whether or not grounded theory method 
and the data set used is reliable is a tension that I had to acknowledge. The main purpose and 
premise of this dissertation is to allow the words and life experiences of the Black mothers in this 
sample to be heard and recognized, and grounded theory method has within it the structure to 
lend itself to the goal. Further, grounded theory method’s scale of validity and reliability should 
be based or “judged by how well the data have been contextualized and ‘saturated’ for variation 
in context and meaning” (Foley & Timonen, 2015, p. 1206). Thus, it is the very context and 




The act of coding and recoding to find meaning within grounded theory method is a process that 
is riddled with scrutiny and meaning-making that provides validity, variation and reliability for a 
qualitative study. 
When thinking through this study of  the varying experiences of Black women and 
mothers, I knew Black feminist thought would serve as the lens by which I as a researcher could 
view this project. What I was originally not aware of , was how that might form a tension 
between the use of grounded theory as a method. The use of Grounded theory in this project was 
explicit in that I hoped to capture the real, un-altered experiences from the mothers—uninhibited 
by pre-conceived notions and/or biases.  Using Black feminist thought as a guiding structure for 
the project then, presented a potential breakdown of that logic.  
It became all the more important for me to distinguish that as a researcher, I was using 
Black feminist thought as a lens by which to understand the Black women’s experiences. In 
order to preserve the Black women and mothers’ experiences in my findings, it was imperative 





Chapter 4: Findings: Stress and Identity 
 
“Parenthood is sacred. Women have been given a gift of something special. We offer the birth of 
generations and the emotional nurture of those we guide. And it is usually left to the mother to 
teach her children about the ways of the world. That means that no subject can be left to chance. 
Everything must be discussed because it can be a matter of life and death.”  
— April Ryan, At Mama’s Knee  
 
For the Black mothers in this study, mothering is a part of their identity. It is through 
mothering and other-mothering that we can get a glimpse of what sacrifice, love, and identity 
politics look like, on the ground. Black women are unique; neither their experiences nor their 
coping mechanisms can be explained by examining race and gender separately. Although, the 
mothers in this project experienced stress on many levels, the majority of the stressors they 
discussed tended to be related to past events or extreme events like the loss of a parent or child. 
Their exposure to painful experiences like rape, molestation and other traumatic events saturated 
the data with about 25% of the women reporting such events.  
This study is focused on how the women cope with stress and how they live their 
everyday lives with stress. More specifically, the mothers in this sample attributed their stress to 
two main categories: (1) Violence and the threat of harm and (2) their socioeconomic status or 
concern about their ability to provide for their families.  
Everett, Hall & Hamilton-Mason (2010) explain stress as “the problems, hardships, or 
threats that challenge the adaptive capacities of people” (Everett, et al., 2010, p. 31). Rashida 
Atkins (2015) defines stress as “the degree to which situations in one’s life are appraised as 




inextricably concerned with the safety of their neighborhood and the inadequate services 
provided (D. Brown & Keith, 2003; Everett, et al., 2010; Shorter-Gooden, 2005).  
When asked what being “stressed” meant to them, the mothers responded in descriptive 
wording with various adjectives to relate how stress felt. They characterized stress as feelings: 
depression, tiredness, being overwhelmed, discomfort and worry. The mothers also described 
stress as: mind-boggling, a headache, something overbearing, something needing release, being 
under pressure and something bringing you down. Terry maintained: 
Stress is like water in a balloon. You constantly … filling that balloon with water, water, 
water. Eventually, you gonna make it burst. You gonna bust open. Burst open. The same 
way with stress. 
 
Mothers were not the only ones affected by the stress they experienced. As Sonia 
described going through a depression after the passing of her mother, she spoke about the toll it 
took on her sons. Her sons saw her going through depression and realized that their mother 
wasn’t “there with them” or “the same.” When she “came to” weeks later — after weeks of not 
eating and sleeping, and days and nights crying and weeping — she said she “had to apologize” 
for not being able to be there for her sons.  
As time passes, Deborah lives with the stress and trauma of her niece being killed by gun 
violence. Deborah stated: 
We don’t feel safe sometimes…. But I’m still trying to see the perspective. Like 
you said that this guy saw the baby and still decided to [shoot]…. [I’m] just trying 
not to think about it. That’s the only thing. I try not to think about something; my 
head is steady thinking, steady thinking. Then I just try not to think about it, or try 
to take the kids out, if I have a couple of dollars, try to go eat at Old Country 
Buffet, anything. Go out with a couple of friends or bring people around so it 
won’t be just stuck on your mind. You know when you are going through stuff 





 Deborah’s story is but one example of how the effects of violence creates a lifetime of 
expanded stress that reaches out and touches the whole family.  
Lack of Upward Mobility  
 
While living paycheck to paycheck or being without a job to make ends meet and provide 
the basic needs for living and survival, the mothers in this study often spoke about the pressure to 
maintain a sense of “normalcy” or meet the status quo of mainstream life. This sense of 
“normalcy” was hinged upon whether the mothers could create a sense of consistency for their 
children and in their own lives. In terms of the consistency the mothers fought to provide, factors 
like unemployment and underemployment seemed to intrude upon those tactics. One mother 
expressed that her difficulty in surviving as a mother and provider was due to the lack of 
employment. Jude stated: I think it’s about — it ain’t got nothing to do with being a Black 
woman. It’s about who you know nowadays. You know, it ain’t about your education. A lot of 
the times they bring their family members in. They family member get hired and then they be the 
ones that don’t show up or whatever the case may be, and they don’t like the person like me that 
work every day.   
Her outrage and frustration is due to a socioeconomic barrier or web that is cast across 
the neighborhood of Englewood in Chicago, Illinois. Ava stated:  
I feel like sometimes our financial situations will force us into some areas… and if you 
go through an organization and they are helping you look for apartments, it’s like the 
organization will push you, by you being a Black woman, and by you being a woman 
period, and being a Black woman. They are going to push you towards that area because 
that’s where they feel you belong. They are not going to push us towards 41st, 39th, and 
35th [streets], you know they aren’t going to push us that way. I feel they are going to 




 Pearle echoed similar sentiments when she was asked what it was like no have little or no 
money. She stated: That don’t stress me much, I’m used to not having money.  
If mothers were given the ability and resources to move out of Englewood, they 
expressed the hope that moving would solve a lot of their problems. For example, Jude, as 
mentioned earlier, a mother who was ecstatic about the opportunities potentially waiting for her 
outside of Chicago, stated, “Let me be honest with you, God blessed me. I’m going to leave 
Chicago November first. I have my house keys and I’m gone [keys jangling] from Chicago. And 
that’s my answer [laughs].” What is interesting to note about Jude’s comment is how her relief 
rested upon moving away from the city of Chicago and the neighborhood of Englewood. 
Through her response, it is clear that she has hope and assurance that moving to a new city 
would give her child a better experience and a reprieve from the violence and uncertainty of 
Englewood.  
Sexual Violence 
Molestation, violence and poverty served as major stressors for the mothers interviewed. 
Roughly 10% of the mothers dealt with molestation personally and others experienced secondary 
trauma by hearing about sexual assault cases in their families or the neighborhood by word of 
mouth. The presence of sexual violence like molestation and sexual assault contributed to day-to-
day stress and worry for the Black mothers living in Englewood. This ongoing stress and strain 
was often met with the reality that moving out of the community was either far-fetched due to 
financial instability or a hindrance to the community networks they had cultivated through 




For example, Joan, who grew up in and is still residing in Englewood, shared that at 11 
years old she was raped by a familiar person in a friend’s basement. Without clearly relating the 
details or specifically identifying the rapist, she described how she was walking to church when 
she was grabbed from behind. As a grown woman, Joan still experiences feelings of anxiety 
when walking down the streets of Englewood because she had been raped. She maintained:  
But ... anything just triggers me — nervous. If you don’t announce that you behind me, 
I’m gonna come around to you know where. And you know, I never paid attention. And 
my sister told me I need to talk to somebody about it, but I was, you know, okay. You 
know, I’m okay because it was years ago; but I still have like a little problem with me 
because, like I said, I don’t walk on the same street with somebody. If there’s too many 
people on the street, I’m going to cross the whole street. That’s just, you know, from my 
problem of getting raped [laughs]. And I don’t think that’s gonna ever stop. I don’t think 
that gonna ever go away. 
 
When asked if there were areas in her neighborhood that make her feel stressed, Joan 
further expressed:  
The drug dealers standing on the corners. That don’t help me teach my son, you know, 
values, number one. Number two, uh, a lot of abandoned buildings; you know, a lot of 
vacant lots. You know, not enough activities. You know, like a bit like oh here across the 
street is a big vacant lot over there. Why you don’t put — you know, this say YMCA 
right here. But you need a bigger area for, you know, recreational things where you — I 
won’t worry about my kid. You know, at least I can take him to the YMCA. He in there a 
certain amount of hours. He ain’t got time to get hooked up in no gang. He ain’t got time 
to be somewhere at the wrong time where there’s gunshots. You know, it’s mainly about 
shootings out here. And it’s terrible. They ignore the rapists. They got, about uh two 
weeks ago, the name I don’t know — they called on I don’t know how many rapists over 
here; and when I hear that, it really just gets to me. You know, why these people on the 
street?....How they able to walk the streets and grab a kid or grab my grown ass? …They 
got a little girl going to school 14 years old standing at the bus stop. The man dragged her 
from the bus stop and assaulted the 14-year-old girl. All she trying to do is get an 
education, and guess where it happened at? The Englewood area!  
 
Joan’s concern about the presence and threat of sexual violence in her neighborhood is 




girl on her way to school in the early morning hours in Englewood is eye-opening and stressful. 
The fear and worry Joan expresses makes it apparent that safety from violence for her child 
becomes even more an issue because of her own lack of personal, emotional and physical safety 
in her community.   
Threat of Harm 
 
When asked to describe their neighborhood, many women also expressed their opinions 
about the neighborhood in which they dwell. Their descriptions were full of lamentations about 
violence and ways to stay protected. When asked if mothers liked their neighborhoods, the 
overwhelming response (95 %) was a resounding, “No.” These collective answers are mainly 
attributed to the violence and the presence of younger and older men hanging outside on the 
street corners.  
 Even when the women were explaining how to navigate Englewood safely, they warned 
interviewers to be careful. For example, Alice warned about survival, stating:  
You have to make sure you’re cautious. You have to be very cautious. And, um, you 
cannot be naïve. You can’t live in these streets and be naïve and think everything is 
sunshine and flowers. You have to, know the real world, know reality, that this is the 
streets. You know this is the jungle. You know what I mean?   
 
The presence of death for the mothers interviewed added to the overall stress observed. 
When asked what causes stress in her life, Tanya responded with three chilling words:  
“Disappointment. Struggle. Death.” She immediately expressed that much of the stress she 
experienced over the previous six months was “emotional stress due to the killings in the 




shootings is a constant happening when living in Englewood. When asked about shootings in her 
neighborhood, she stated:  
I’ve seen, I’ve seen shootings. I heard shots. That’s normal. I don’t too much be around 
it, but I be hearing it and listening. I try to stay away from that because I’m scared of 
bullets. Yeah, it’s a lot of shootings. When me and my sister was coming back from 
somewhere the other day, we seen maybe 22 bullets on the ground by the park — by the 
school, yeah. It’s so sad, you know, I just think about those kids, you know? That’s crazy.  
 
Her excerpt shows both the normalcy and disorder of shootings. The consistency of violence 
experienced and made visible by 22 bullet casings, ambulance sirens and police lights creates a 
sort of distorted reality for the mothers. Although some of these happenings have a more 
frequent occurrence, the Black mothers in this study still found themselves caught off-guard, 
shocked and lamenting that these happenings are “crazy” — in essence, demonstrating that threat 
of violence and harm creates stress for a lot of the women living in Englewood.  
 As well, Brittney maintained:   
So you have to be scared in your own house. Bullet come flying through your window at 
any given time…What can I do to keep my kids safe…Not just mine--everyone’s…And 
then,  like, when I hear about these shootings and stuff….I go to town man, you know, 
it’s just like , you can't escape it! It’s hard to sleep when you live in a messed up area and 
then you are going to wonder if a bullet or something will come through your window. 
And you have a child…you worry about protecting your child.  
 
The prevalence of the threat of harm and seeing how people are effected by gun violence, every 
week, in their own neighborhood, impacts how they live on a day-to-day basis. Rosa, eloquently 
captures the reality of what living in under such threat as she finds: It’s turned into some kind of 
battle zone… You have to pray to go out. Pray to walk down the street. Pray to even be out too 




truly able to live the life they desire for themselves and their children, or if mothering in this 
way, under the constraints of violence superspeed such desires.  
When asked how she deals with worry and the threat of harm, Akasha stated:  
I just fight through, live through it, a lot of time I know… I am very spiritual. So, I know 
that no matter what I’m going to have these type of things going on in our world. So, 
being a spiritual person, that keeps me tight. Like, accepting and knowing that this is 
what’s going to go on. An knowing that in myself, that I’m going to get up out of this one 
day soon. If I work  hard at it. So um… I’m going to be up out of that soon.  
 
Hope of change seemed to comfort Akasha. Her will to keep pushing was hinged upon her 
understanding that these “things” would continue to happen. Akasha exhibited a spirit that some 
of us will never understand. Her connection to gun violence and the threat of harm hit home 
closer than ever before.  
 
Violence 
Akasha’s son was killed by random gun violence. Her response to the murder of her son 
was:  
I don’t feel that he would give me too much that I can’t handle. I’m thinking—I think I’m 
a strong woman. I ain’t just gonna snap. I just, asked for his help that’s all. To get over it.  
  
 
This same kind of distance when speaking about the horror of losing a child to gun violence was 
alarming. When reading her words, I found myself speechless in thinking about the kind of deep-
seeded pain that Akasha sits with in order continue to live, survive, and even in this 
circumstance, share her experience with the loss of her child to gun violence. There was no pause 
in the interview transcript…Just her ability to cling onto the Lord. Her Savior, that is bigger than 




Shaundra’ experiences with the violence in her neighborhood goes back to her childhood 
years. When asked how she copes with hearing gunshots, she stated:  
I just get on the floor...like if i hear some gun shots... I don't hear where they are coming 
from! I just grab my baby, [and say] Baby let’s get down low, we’re going to sleep on the 
floor tonight... I don't know if they’re going to come through these windows, somebody 
else's windows but better safe than sorry... I've been doing this since I was a kid... I don’t 
care how old you are, you still get on the floor… whenever you hear it. It still makes you 
nervous. 
 
Shaundra’s quick thinking and coping mechanisms to protect her child have been learned from 
childhood. Through this type of protection is second nature for Shaundra and helps inform how 
she mothers her child and teachers her child how to survive.  
Parent Stress and Mothering  
 
 Parenting stress — stress related to being a parent and fulfilling the obligations of 
protection and care — is understood as “the negative emotional reactions individuals experience 
vis-a-vis the demands of being a parent” (Wilson et al., 2014, p. 769).  Historical and social 
variation in mothering shows that mothering, like other relationships, “is when an individual 
nurtures and cares for another … [and] occurs within specific social contexts that vary in terms 
of material and cultural resources and constraints” (Glenn, Chang & Forcey, 1994, p. 3) while 
also “conspir[ing] to keep their children safe” (Ryan, 2017, p. 41). 
I was and still am struck by one of the mothers, Shirley, who at the time of the interview 
was 18 years of age, would turn 19 in a few days, and had a daughter who was a year old. At the 
date of the interview, she had recently had an abortion. In the interview she was asked: “Have 
you had any deaths in your family that could be stressful?” and “How much stress would you say 




about it. Just that. And just money, like, I been, I need some more money. For real.” Shirley 
stated that she was not stressed at the time, which was about 4 months after her abortion. 
Although the abortion may have relieved some part of her stress about having another baby 
while struggling to provide for a small child, my mind wonders how much greater a burden it 
was and is to look at the abortion of your child as a death.  My heart is broken for this Black 
woman and mother because at 18 she has already experienced dropping out of school, not having 
a job, the birth of a child and the loss of a child.                  
Depending on the circumstance, then, mothering takes on various aspects. For example, 
general elements of protection are evident in mothering and other-mothering practices. For some 
of the mothers, protective parenting had a lot to do with the neighborhood in which they were 
raising their children. When asked about whether the neighborhood helps her parent, Tanya’s 
response was, “[It] helps me be more aware of my daughter at all times.” In a neighborhood 
where corners and streets are “drug and gang infested” — as another mother expressed — 
finding ways to mother in the midst of such a particular context is important to note. The 
neighborhood and the need to acclimate to its surroundings provide opportunities that impact 
mothering practices. Although this may be the case, I am not asserting that neighborhood 
surroundings directly cause protective mothing practices; I simply maintain that an interesting 
relationship is revealed between the two. Joan shared: 
“Gotta try to tell them they can’t do this. You know how hard that is? To tell your kid no 
they can’t go to the park? ‘No you can’t. No, you can’t go to the park.’ My son go to the 
park the other day by his self and I told him — See he nine years old and he think he old 
enough to do stuff by his self but I be trying to tell him ‘I can’t allow you to do things by 
yourself. I know you a big boy but … I can’t let you do certain things.’ I tell him there’s a 
rapist on the loose. He don’t get it. He know what a rapist is but he don’t. I’m like 




how he wants to put it because I’m just that scared about him in Englewood area walking 
around — you know going to the store. He can go to the store and mugs, gangs could you 
know beat him up or you know, or shoot! You know they shoot you. You know bullets 
ain’t got no name on it. No, bullets don’t have names on them. 
 
In this excerpt, the mother warned her child about the dangers of the neighborhood. 
Riddled in her response are notions of fear and the need for protection for her child because they 
were living in Englewood. Built into these practices are those of care, protection and resiliency 
(Glen, Chang & Forcey, 1994). This kind of practice or doing mothering supports Sarah 
Ruddick’s conception of mothering being a socially-constructed practice (Glen, Chang & 
Forcey, 1994). In other words, “protecting and preserving life, fostering growth, and molding an 
acceptable person grows out of ‘doing mothering’ — that is, maternal practice” (Glen, Chang & 
Forcey, 1994, p. 5). 
 The types of mothering practices evident in the lives of the women in the study mirror the 
cultural and environmental conditions they experience daily. Often, it was the fear of and worry 
about death that informed the mothering practices that ensued.  Other times, other-mothering by 
grandmothers and siblings occurred in order to aid in upward mobility. Judene expressed how 
she was able to attain her bachelor’s degree in computer science due to the sacrifice of her own 
mother, who chose to raise Judene’s child for her while she finished school. Judene maintained:  
So, um I did have a child at 17 years old, but I really didn’t have the child. I’m saying 
that because my mom, she … just because I had a child she didn’t want me to stop .… 
She didn’t get full custody of my child; she took over custody on her own … so she let 
me finish high school. Right after graduation of high school, the next month I went to 
college … so two years later, I finished college. So, I finished with a bachelor’s in two 
years.  
 
It is clear here that the web of familial relationships served as a catalyst for this mother to 




from other family members that engaged in other-mothering served the mother, in providing 
familial support in the raising of her children.   
Another mother acknowledged that the presence of selected schools in the area helped 
her parent. Protecting children after they were dismissed from school helped put her at ease, 
knowing her children were safe. She stated:  
Some schools, because I’m not gonna lie, some schools they are very strict as far as just 
making sure the kids get home safely. Like my daughter go to [school name]. On every 
corner, it’s a police officer, or…a teacher on every corner making sure your child get 
home from in the distance of the school they at. They’re at the gas station; they at the bus 
stops. They like two or three blocks away from the school so that is a good thing.  
 
Relying on familial bonds, other-mothering and other resources helped the mothers, to some 
extent, to “keep it all together.” Although this was the case, when seeing such strength through 
the heartbreak as I sat reading the words the mothers shared, I had to wonder, “At what 
expense?”  
Identity: Being Black and Female 
 
When asked what it meant for them to be Black women living in Englewood, the 
mothers’ responses were positive. Various women described the qualities about Black 
womanhood as loving their skin and being strong Black women. When describing what it meant 
to be a Black woman living in Englewood, Ruby maintained:  
To be an African American woman living in Englewood, there’s like a negative there. 
Like ooh. She’s probably this, and she’s probably that; and most of the women that I’ve 
crossed are in school, they’re working and they’re trying to do something for themselves. 
So to be African American in Englewood I think that it’s kind of hard; but at the same 
time, it’s still that strength there, that resilience. Like I’m not gone be like the people who 
are making this neighborhood bad, and I don’t know I … I actually respect a lot of the 
moms and women that still … still there because I don’t know if they can be somewhere 
else. They would, but they are doing the best that they can for themselves and their 




Alice spoke about the comparison of being a Black woman versus being a white woman 
living in Englewood. She states, “Well, I wouldn’t want to be a white woman in this 
neighborhood (laughs). I don’t know. I don’t know.” Alice’s reflections on being a Black woman 
versus being a white woman in Englewood are hidden behind her laughs. Her acknowledgment 
of what it might take to survive as a woman in Englewood seemed to come to light. Sonia, like 
many mothers, when asked how she felt about being a Black woman, responded that she did not 
know what it felt like to be any other race.  
She stated:  
Well, see, I was raised that just being a Black woman period, was to take care of home, 
take care of responsibilities, I mean everything. You know like as far as me being a single 
woman, a single mother, just holding your own… being able to pay your own bills, take 
care of your kids, take care of your household, I mean you know… like my mother used 
to say, make a way. Out of no way, which we do every day. It’s kind of a hard place…it’s 
kind of hard… hard times right now but I said things are going to get better. My mother 
used to say you can’t get any worse, she said, when you’re at the bottom, you don’t have 
anywhere lower to fall. 
 
Many of the women could not dissect their race from their gender.  They could only see 
themselves as a woman, different from the alternative of being a man. They showed pride in 
being women — and Black women at that. This type of link between stress and perception of the 
self can be understood as usually having a negative effect on one’s self-esteem (Atkins, 2015). 
However, the women in this study did not seem to present with low self-esteem or low self-
images. This type of high self-esteem can best be attributed to racial pride and “integration of 
racial identity as measured by internalization attitudes” (Thomas, Witherspoon & Speight, 2004, 
p. 436). In essence, their racial identity served as the overarching factor in their identity politics 




Harriet also expressed a positive sense of selfhood and womanhood. When asked what 
she thought about being a Black woman in Englewood, she stated:  
I'm very outspoken.  I could say. I’m more helpful. Like, sometimes if I feel stressed and 
I feel someone else is more stressed than I am, I’d help them and give them advice. So, I 
kind of feel like I’m a kind person, helpful, and sometimes I think about people more 
than I do myself ... I think we are phenomenal because we go through a lot. And I feel 
like we are built to be strong because no matter us having kids or our environment is bad 
— we still deal with it because, you know, we’re women. We strong and we can handle 
things. So, I just feel like being a Black woman is, is good.  
 
When asked the same question, Shaundra stated:  
  
Being a black woman, to know, to think about your history, to come from such a struggle 
I believe is good and probably putting the good qualities in myself, effortless, just came 
from my ancestors probably going through so much. You know, I feel like it’s a good 
thing to just come from something so horrific. I got a lot of Black woman in my family 
who come from that life you know that’s not from that far away dealing with those 
problems—dealing with a Black woman, you know? I don’t have to deal with as much 
problems as they had to deal with. You know, to come from something like that I find 
good.  
 
Here, Shaundra and Harriet’s expression of strength and pride are commendable. To hear their 
connection to our ancestors and the atrocities of our collective past during slavery, I understand 
how they would gleam the will to keep pushing on in their lives. However, with that said, it is 
also heart-breaking to think about the generations of oppression and the need to keep pushing 
forward due to the current times. Black womanhood and survival is urgent.   
The mothers in this study knew very well how their lives were impacted by stress and 
what sources impacted them as stressors, the most. In one breath, the mothers were open about 
their stressors on the other hand, they reveled in their strength and ability to keep pushing—
without regard to what pushing on with major amounts of stress actually meant physically and 




their families is simply not an option. This notion begs us to consider, How do they do it? What 





Chapter 5: Aspects of Resiliency 
 
Coping with Stress 
 
Just under the waves of current, daily and urgent stressors, the women in this project are 
also coping with a permeating backdrop of past stressors. Many women discussed dealing with 
stressors that they carried with them from the past. When I heard their laments about past stress 
and events in their lives that were traumatic, I felt it was as if the women relived the trauma 
while describing and discussing the events. The interview protocol lends itself to asking about 
violence and stress and how the mothers cope, but what I was surprised to find is how stress can 
be understood as a lived, visceral emotional pain that your body can carry over time (Van der 
Kolt, 2014).  
When thinking about carrying the stress from traumatic events of the past, I was 
reminded of slavery and the Holocaust and how survivors of such atrocities coped with barbaric 
conditions, genocide and systems of oppression and domination. In speaking about these 
atrocities, one must also consider the separation of families and the memories of pain in both. 
Daniel Mendelsohn’s 2006 book, The Lost: A Search for Six of Six Million is a novel about the 
search forward from the past — the story of six of his relatives who were murdered at the hands 
of Nazis. Mendelsohn starts his book by presenting to the reader his grandfather and his 
grandfather’s amazing stories about his life as a Jewish male who survived the Holocaust. The 
author searches out his grandfather’s story to break the silence, preserve the family history and 
recount the story of survival that have been could be lost.  
Saidiya Hartman’s 2007 book, Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave 




describing his connection to slavery. In her storytelling, Hartman is gripped by what her 
grandfather does not say — what he chooses to leave out of the narrative. Her work, like 
Mendelsohn’s, confronts the process of forgetting in the face of remembering past atrocities.  
As already mentioned, coping with stress shows up in many different forms. A lot of the 
stressors the mothers in this study described seemed to be beyond their control. Although this is 
the case, the women enacted coping mechanisms that aimed to effect change directly or 
indirectly. One mother spoke about coping with stress levels by listening to music, smoking, and 
leaning on significant others for things like peace and comfort. Responses and coping 
mechanisms like this point to tangible resources or habits that are within control of the 
respondent. For example, Ana stated, “But music helps me. And umm …  my companion, he’s 
really into church. He’s not pushing it on me, but he will, you know, quote some scriptures and 
throw things out there … I like that too, you know, so we can find our own purposes.” During 
times of stress, it is helpful for this mother to focus on things that she can control in lieu of things 
that are out of her control, like neighborhood violence or situations that will not immediately go 
away.  
Alice tended to focus on things that were inside her house. Her biggest point when 
talking about taking action to relieve stress was to do her destressing activity inside the house. At 
one point, she is quoted as saying, “Never outside.” This notion is driven home when she speaks 
about violence in her area, being alert when walking anywhere, and making short trips to and 
from her destinations. The ongoing stress and strain from living in Englewood, more than often, 
was met with the reality that moving out of the community was far-fetched, unless an outside 




Spirituality and Hope 
 
Of the various coping mechanisms that the mothers employed, one that improved their 
ability to deal with the stress in their lives was their relationship to a higher power. The terms 
“religion” and “spirituality” are often used interchangeably.  Religion is characterized by a 
“belief in a divine or superhuman power” and an organized system of beliefs, rituals and symbols 
that “facilitate closeness to the sacred” and “foster an understanding of one’s relationship and 
responsibility to others living together in a community” (Stringer, 2009, p.328). Spirituality can 
be best described as a “personal quest for answers to ultimate questions about life, about 
meaning, and about relationships to the sacred” (ibid.).  
Religion and spirituality tend to be hard to measure; however, for the sake of this 
dissertation, spirituality is determined by the mother’s expressing that they cope with stress by 
praying or speaking to God. Although studies show that spirituality is an often-neglected 
component of the religious experience (Bridges, 29001; Lincoln and Mamiya, 1990), many 
aspects of spirituality are experienced in the everyday lives of African Americans (Stringer, 
2009).   
This coping mechanism served as the overarching and most common coping mechanism 
in over 50% of the sample.  Even though the realities they faced included poverty, lack of 
resources, drugs and violence in their neighborhood, the Black mothers always communicated 
their sense of hope to continue to push forward in their lives. Their internal push to keep going 
has a lot to do with their sense of self, a Strong Black Woman’s strength, and their relationships 




many of the Black mothers used to navigate the difficulties of living in Englewood and raising 
their children.  
Relationship with Higher Power and Prayer 
 
Although not explicitly asked in the interview protocol, all of the mothers who cited 
prayer and spirituality as a coping mechanism referred to their higher power as being “God,” the 
“Lord,” “Him” or “He” — suggesting that they are pulling from Christian spiritual practices 
(Keefe, Brownstein-Evans & Polmanteer, 2016). Importantly, the mothers described a specific 
change in their stress levels, emotional feelings and ability to handle stress after praying.  
May described her time with the Lord and speaking her frustrations as “hollering at the 
Lord”. When asked about how she has been dealing with her stress and getting through tough 
issues, she stated:  
Praying. Hollering at the Lord. I call my mam a lot, she’s usually mad at me because I 
tell her what I go through and she doesn’t want me to go through it. I listen, I just don’t 
react to it. I listen to her though, I don’t act on it.  But yea, most of the time, I can say I 
just holler out and talk to myself… You’ll get over it. It does get better. I do bring up the 
Lord a lot… but I pray every day so that’s my thing praying.  
 
Although many mothers expressed praying and speaking to the Lord about their lives and 
stressors, they did not attend church. Only a handful of the women in this study attended church. 
To be more specific, five women in my sample (less than 10 percent) physically attended church. 
One mother spoke about watching church on TV. This factor speaks volumes about the isolated 
nature of these women when seeking to cope through prayer alone in a quiet place — a stark 
contrast to the often collective and group-therapy nature of church.  
Rashida Atkins (2016) finds that the absence of church attendance may be due to the 




associated with the inability to take advantage of the support networks available at church, hence 
limiting the effects of religiosity afforded African Americans in general” (Atkins, 2016, p. 11). If 
the mothers did not find particular resources that helped them survive and take care of their 
families, they did the work themselves. A handful of mothers took matters into their own hands, 
help create and maintain community for themselves, and their children.  
Creating Community  
Out of sheer survival and willingness to do what is necessary to protect their children and 
their neighborhood, a few mothers in this study took an active approach to dealing with the 
stressors of violence. These women were not just watching out for their own children, they are 
always, in all ways making sure their apartment buildings, and blocks were as safe as possible. 
Amira’s push to survive and make life as best as possible is summed up in her comment:  
To survive… I mean… we have to be strong and focused like that for our kids, first of all. 
You know, and for ourselves, to not allow other people to come in and harm us! 
 
When asked if the violence bothers her, Kathy maintained:  
Yeah it’s one thing to get used to something but that doesn’t mean it doesn’t  bother you. 
Cause, as your saying you are used to it, you’re thinking about your kids too! They’re 
gonna grow up and get used to it too! 
 
When asked what about her neighborhood helps her mother, she stated:  
Everybody watches everyone's child…Like if your child’s out playing, and someone sees 
something wrong, they will take them in their house and they will call you…Or they will 
have you to come get your child.  
 
Kathy’s understanding helping to watch out for all children in the community was heightened 
after she got fed up with the drug dealers in her community making it hard for children and 




Nicole agrees with Kathy in her assessment of community among other mothers. When asked if 
there are any other strategies for dealing with stress, Nicole responded:  
Um besides praying al lot and um I guess being civil with my neighbors. There are a lot 
of moms in my building, so you know just having some type of communication where 
[you say] “Hey, how are you doing?” or “someone was near your care yesterday”… you 
know having that type of communication knowing that someone is actually looking out 
for you. That helped me out because I was actually able to help a neighbor…I actually 
saw someone stealing out there from underneath her truck and I was able to tell her. Just 
some type of rapport with my neighbors.  
 
Some mothers take matters into their own hands. Kathy took it upon herself to speak directly to 
the young men outside, hanging around. She stated:   
I told them they can’t get my son in. My son, my kid’s not joining a gang. They are going 
to go to school, get an education, going to college, they are going to get scholarships! 
That’s what I have them on the right track to do. Ya’ll trying to get them to join gangs… 
do what ya’ll do and you drop out of school. No. Ya’ll leave my kids alone. Ya’ll are 
gonna let my kids go to school like they want to…. Like they are supposed to. Ya’ll are 
not going to put my kids in a gang. Ya’ll are not gang-initiating them. And one of the 
boys that know me, I know his mama—his mama used to work with me. And he told 
them. Ya’ll don’t want to mess with that woman. That woman is powerful!  That woman 
has people that will have you locked up with no problem!... And they didn’t even say 
anything [after that]. They went about their business so my kids were going back and 
forth to school with nobody messing with them.  
 
In this excerpt, we can see that Kathy’s coping mechanisms and protective parenting is brave. 
She took it upon herself to personally introduce herself the young men hanging outside in order 
to let them know that as far as she was concerned, her children were off limits.  
Reflection 
 
Writing a dissertation on stress, coping and mothering was stressful. Reading about the 
Black mothers’ experiences through their words was intense.  This dissertation sought to 




of Black mothers dwelling there, and how coping with stress impacts their livelihood and 
approach to motherhood.  
Coping with stress for the Black mothers in this project varied in scope and deployment. 
At the base of their strategies, the Black mothers in this study all reported dealing with stress 
through both positive and negative ways. Through Black feminist thought using grounded theory 
method, I have been able to analyze and synthesize how the Black mothers’ sense of self and 
understanding about the world around them is specifically attached to their environment.  
Further, their coping mechanisms for dealing with stress tended to be dependent upon on the 
resources they have, and lack thereof, familial relationships available, trust and other 
surrounding environmental circumstances. Also, being interviewed and having the opportunity 
for someone to ask them how they are doing and stay to listen to their responses served as an 
outlet. April Ryan sees this as women “express[ing] our pain and hurt through talking to one 
another, spreading the stories, and at the same time, we try to come to grips with the 
inconceivable pain that happens over and over in our communities” (Ryan, 2017, p. 6).  
The mothers seem to be extremely knowledgeable about their community and what they get out 
of it, and what they don’t. The mothers are often struck by how close death is to their children, 
frequently seeing memorials for young children and balloons strategically placed to honor 
someone that is no longer with them.  
Reading and writing about the lives of these Black women and mothers was stressful. 
There were countless nights that I had to force myself to keep reading for the sake of the 
mothers. Their testimonies were moving and gut-wrenching. Most of the time, I wanted to cry; 




desperately wanted to weep for the mothers. And for their babies. For these women whose words 
cannot seem to leave me. I think about them and what their lives mean to me and to the 
government. I think about the violence, the horridness of death that seemingly lurks around their 
homes and their children. Like the mothers, I, too, am praying: 
 
Father, you love them, too; I know you do. Protect them, Father. Cover them with your 
blood. 
 
 Through this work, I am reminded to be ever thankful for what God has blessed me with. I am 
remembering to remember these mothers and wondering: Where are they now? How are their 
children? How are they surviving?” I want to cry in the face of injustice and the fact that these 
women are struggling — these women who live in an extended state of stress and say that they 
are not stressed currently. I consider the unarticulated toll on their bodies and on their minds 
from the need to constantly have to protect their own bodies and the bodies of their children 
(Van de Kolk, 2014).  These Black mothers are fighting for sheer mental, emotional, social, 




Chapter 6: Discussion, Limitations and Future Directions 
 
Discussing Revolutionary Mothering 
 Mothering is not just an act of love; it is so much more. Black women who decide to 
mother biologically or non-biologically engage in revolution work (Oka, 2016). Gumbs, 
Martens, & Williams (2016) find, “those of us who nurture the lives of those children who are 
not supposed to exist, who are not supposed to grow up, who are revolutionary in their very 
beings are doing some of the most subversive work in the world. If we don’t know it, the 
establishment does” (Gumbs, Martens, & Williams, 2016, p. 20). Patricia Hill Collins (1987) 
refers to this slightly differently. She posits that Black motherhood can be seen through a 
Eurocentric lens and argues that the view of Black motherhood lives underneath the controlling 
images and stereotypes like the Mammy, Welfare Queen, and the like. It is precisely the goal of 
Black feminism to “[debunk the] Mammy by analyzing Black women’s roles as exploited 
domestic workers and [challenge] the matriarchy thesis by demonstrating that Black women do 
not wield disproportionate power in the African American families” (Collins, 1987, p. 4).  
Additionally, motherhood, reproduction and mothering have been a part of Black 
feminist thinking since the dawn of time.  Black mothering and other-mothering are inextricably 
attached to Black feminism in that mainstream maternal politics, for decades, have denigrated 
Black mothers (Davis, 2016, p. 12). Throughout the 20th century, as the disproportionate number 
of deaths of Black children has risen and the incarceration rates for Black males and women has 
increased, Black mothers have been “plagued” by more and more loss (Davis, 2016; Alexander, 




In fact, Black mothers live with the threat of death surrounding their children on an 
everyday basis. In Englewood, Black mothers are plagued with the threat of death from law 
enforcement and Black-on-Black crime in the streets. Past White House correspondent and 
journalist April Ryan states: 
There are many mothers who must be pragmatic with issues surrounding family, financial 
stability, and survival. These issues are never more present than with the media accounts 
of Trayvon Martin and watching his parents after his death at the George Zimmerman 
trial, where Zimmerman was found not guilty of murder…Over and over again with 
every death of a Black male, parents’ fears hit closer to home, and they hope it never 
touches the inside of their four walls. Parents in economically challenged inner-city 
communities have a good understanding of all the positives and the many examples of 
devastating negatives. Those negatives include many kids who do not feel the hope of a 
better day and succumb to what is offered in the streets and feel that is their destiny. It is 
a fact of their location, and is it is hard for them to look beyond the boundaries of their 
ten-block radius (Ryan, 2017, p 39).  
 
Due to the rising loss, Black mothers and Black women have engaged in other-mothering and 
community mothering — which can be deemed as social activism. This notion of Black women 
feeling accountable to most, if not all, of the surrounding Black community’s children is an 
expanded notion of care. The spread of care as a blanket that covers both biological and non-
biological children of varying age suggests that community activism can be linked to mothering 
and thus deemed radical. These sentiments can be “invoked by Black women as a symbol of 
power” (Collins, 1987, p. 6).  The power that Collins is speaking about, I argue, is important to 
the overall stability of the community and attached to the survival, resistance and resiliency of 
Black women. In the case of the Black mothers in this project, community activism as seen 




 I maintain that such mothering contexts are revolutionary because there are real 
implications attached. The major implication of seeing the Black mother and other-mothers as 
powerful is that they become role models, trailblazers, revolutionaries and knowledge-holders 
about their communities and survival. This is the reason researching Black motherhood is urgent 
and meaningful.   
Knowledge Production 
 The Black mothers in this study actively invested in what I am deeming as revolutionary 
mothering in their deployment of a specific type of knowledge production and wisdom. This 
specific mothering is saturated with protection for their children — in making sure their children 
know how to conduct themselves in the environment around them. This type of parenting, known 
as protective parenting, functions as a type of knowledge exchange.  
Historically, as the race struggled for education and furthered literacy, Black women 
shared a similar struggle. Black women were denied access to many aspects of freedom due to 
their subjugation and often fought in an “old time” literary device: their own voices. DoVeanna 
Fulton discusses similar feats in the introduction to her novel, Speaking Power: Black Feminist 
Orality in Women’s Narratives of Slavery where she acknowledged that “the public sphere 
prevented women and African Americans — in particular, African American women — from 
telling their stories. Thus African American family histories were related through various forms 
of oral traditions that emerge from syncretic cultural productions and practices of African 
legacies within the American historical context” (Fulton, 2006, p. 2). She also explained:   
Through habitual memory—behaviors or skills obtained through convention or 
repetition—and collective memory—knowledge acquired through education and 




the tradition of passing on history orally. In the hands of African American woman 
writers, this cultural tradition became the foundation of a literary tradition (ibid.).  
 
Here, Fulton addresses the agency and autonomy of Black women to acknowledge their place of 
societal disenfranchisement and continue to move forward progressively. Fulton calls this 
process and genre “Black feminist orality,” which is comprised of oral and written narratives of 
slavery.  
The idea of freedom for Black women was intertwined with women’s rights. For “it was 
in the abolition movement that women first learned to organize, to hold public meetings, to 
conduct petition campaigns. For a quarter of a century the two movements, to free the slave and 
liberate the woman, nourished and strengthened one another” (Guy-Sheftall, 1995, p. 2).  The 
most common references to women’s liberation movements through literary devices are to 
Sojourner Truth and her abolishment campaigns, Ida B. Well’s anti-lynching campaigns, Harriet 
Jacobs and her antebellum autobiography, and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl; Written by 
Herself. Sojourner and Harriet’s life stories are two of the many experiences used as outward 
expressions and implications of acquiring literacy. Unique to each woman, the literary forms 
included word of mouth, eavesdropping, diary entries, speeches, campaigns and songs.  
Similarly, we can understand the passing on of safety and protective mothering 
intertwined with survival techniques as not just mothering, but as a form of actual education. 
This specific urgency for the mothers to educate their children is revolutionary in it is always 
happening, always changing. If we consider for a moment that these mothers are in conversation 
with other mothers, other children, and their children, it creates a system of schooling or 




in and of itself. My analysis of the data and experiences of the Black women in project have led 
me to understanding that the way these mothers are mothering and surviving is revolutionary. 
Figure 6.1 depicts the relationship between the various concepts lend themselves to a delicate 
balance for the women in this study. It is through and amidst the stressors and structural barriers, 
that the mothers create and employ coping mechanisms in order to survive.  
 These women are thriving, continuing to create and maintain community, raise their 
children and maintain a positive sense of self amidst violence and economic hardship.  They seek 
what all of us seek and are promised in our unalienable rights as citizens of the United States of 
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Figure 6.1 depicts how I am conceptually thinking about the oppression, stress, and economic 
instability work on Black mothers in this project, and thus how it is a balancing act that they 
employ coping mechanisms like community building, maintaining a sense of self, spirituality, 
and creating home spaces for themselves and their children. I am then understanding 
revolutionary as a political bent on changing the course of something. Mothering for these 
women is political because of the nature of how the state has assumed power over who gets to 
mother and how. That is what makes theses mothers’ mothering as revolutionary. The 
relationship between the state, the Black woman’s body and mothering sets the stage for why the 
62 mothers from Englewood are engaged in Revolutionary Mothering.  
Purpose of Study 
Why did I undertake this project? I want to reclaim the lived experiences of these women 
who are creating community in the face of poverty and violence (Hartman, 2007) and highlight 
the spirit and will of Black mothers and women actively seeking to reclaim their lives as their 
own. In this dissertation, I use collected data to answer the following research questions that 
guide this study: 
(1) How does the stress of living in neighborhoods with high levels of violence 
shape how low-income Black women raise their children? 
(2) How do the mothers cope with the violence and lack of resources?  
(3) What coping strategies facilitate resiliency, resistance and survival? 
(4) How can such coping strategies be seen as revolutionary mothering?  
This dissertation is an example of survival of the Black woman’s spirit. The Black mother is 




Black women living in the Englewood neighborhood of Chicago, Illinois, is their ability to 
understand the world around them through a critical lens and use agency to produce coping 
mechanisms to navigate structural barriers, like lack of employment, violence, racism and 
sexism.  
 I have found myself, at times, frozen before the accounts and details of violence and acts 
of survival. There were times when I was so affected that I distanced myself from the working on 
the project for days to weeks at a time. At these moments, I simultaneously experienced feelings 
of guilt from not working and anxiety in trying to propel myself to continue to progress through 
the data. Later in the process of writing, I discovered these feelings arose because I was reading 
and writing about my existence from within and from without. This positioning is best described 
as the “outsider-within” position that sociologist Patricia Hill Collins (1987) speaks about in her 
many writings. As a Black woman, I am able to use my social location to grapple with spaces of 
Black womanhood and Black feminism. This angle is considered my “insider” angle.  
I live and breathe in a body that is marked Black and female. In contrast to the Black 
mothers in this study, I am not a mother through biological mothering. I occupy the space of an 
“other-mother” — mothering children as a teacher and my godchildren in my personal life. In the 
role of other-mother, I sacrifice my finances, negotiate what is best for the children in my care, 
wrestle with how to build up the young people around me while also being careful to protect 
them from some of the harsh realities that they may face living as brown boys and girls in 
America. Although this role of other-mothering, at times, can seem heavy to bear; it is also 




I also am an “outsider” as an academic — researching a geographic community to which 
I do not belong. In this way, I operate from a place of privilege.  This very necessary work has 
caused and will continue to require that I reflect on the social and historical context of poverty, 
resistance, mothering and coping with stress. This work will empower me to push through to do 
the work that was and is downright stressful. The more I read and write, the more I see myself in 
the women who trailblazed and who are trailblazing currently.  Is their mothering really 
revolutionary?  
These revolutionary acts of mothering, knowledge production and protection can be 
understood more tangibly as everyday forms of resistance or by thinking about the quotidian. 
Why do I view the mothers’ everyday acts of mothering as revolutionary? I deem them 
revolutionary because it takes a different kind of mothering for these mothers to raise children 
amidst the violence around them — violence done to their bodies, affecting their minds and 
emotions, and endangering their sheer existence. The kinds of navigation that these women 
engage in for themselves, their kin, their children and other people’s children is heartbreaking, 
noble and revolutionary. Living in a neighborhood that is from most angles disappearing and 
hoped to be forgotten, these mothers are actively trying to create and maintain a community for 
their children. Their acts of resistance cause me to regard them as revolutionary.  
The process of expressing emotion and lived experience and then turning that into 
moments of sharing information allows for collective sharing from one woman to another, 
teaching moments for mothering and parenting — that can all be understood as resiliency and 
revolutionary. Thus, I am invested in what we can learn from the Black mothers’ ability to cope 




Black women’s struggles for group survival as well as those dedicated to institutional 
transformation are just as needed now as in the past. Nothing in either struggle precludes 
individual Black women or groups of African-American women from engaging in 
coalitions with other groups. This is not an exclusionary identity politics, merely a Black-
women-centered one (Collins, 2009, p. 241).  
 
So, the activist project these Black mothers are yet engaged in is emancipatory — and I assert a 
revolutionary one (Collins, 2009; James & Sharpley-Whiting, 2000).  
Within my discussion of revolution and mothering being a site of revolution, we must 
consider Eric Carlin’s (2017) work on resiliency. Eric Carlin’s work requires us to think about 
coping mechanism and our willingness to attach such mechanism onto the individual. Eric 
Carlin’s thesis, “Young People’s Transitions to Adulthood in Pilton, a Disadvantaged 
Neighbourhood in Edinburgh” eloquently begs us to reconsider how we use the term resiliency 
and at what expense. Carlin asserts Luthar et al.’s  (2000) definition of resilience as, “a dynamic 
process encompassing positive adaption within the context of significant adversity. Implicit 
within this notion are two conditions: (1) exposure to significant threat or severe adversity; and 
(2) the achievement of positive adaptation despite major assaults on the developmental process” 
(Luthar et al., 2000, p. 543). Later, Carlin finds that in holding to Luthar et al.’s definition of 
resiliency, we place too much ownership of adversity on the individual instead of attacking 
structural barriers that create the opportunity for subjects to be resident. This notion suggested by 
Carlin makes visible that our focus in resilience work should be on highlighting how subjects 
positively cope, but even more so on how we can eradicate structural barriers and/or “assaults” 
that our participants experience.  
This dissertation has built upon what Cynthia Dewi Oka has imagined as “revolutionary 




willingness to persevere through violence in their neighborhood, making ends meet, raising 
children and dealing with stress is revolutionary mothering. These mothers are not simply coping 
with stress and life as they know it. Their sheer existence as Black mothers is revolutionary as it 
challenges the state’s preoccupation with disappearing their bodies, their existence, their 
children, and access to full citizenship.  
Implications 
 The implications for  these findings underscore the continued significance of race, class, 
sex, poverty and the need for additional research on the Black single mother population. This 
implication is linked to the historical notion of Black women’s survival and resiliency over  
centuries in the U.S.. Such facts highlight how coping mechanisms used by the women in my 
study are often ineffective tools for dealing with stress from interlocking oppressions. At times, 
their deployments of the Strong Black Woman schema can negatively affect their willingness to 
reach out to mental health professionals for help.  
Limitations and Future Directions 
A limitation of this study is that it is not longitudinal. It is a snapshot and cannot speak to 
how coping and resiliency changes over time for Black mothers. Despite these limitations, this 
study is an important step toward an empirically-derived understanding of how Black mothers 
may cope with race, poverty, sex, violence and living in Englewood. The findings of this 
research clearly show that the deployment of spirituality forms of coping are linked to survival 
and resiliency for this sample of Black mothers living and thriving in Englewood. Further, a 
critical examination of the most prevalent ways Black mothers cope with stress may help in 




and mothers. Given the salience of this research and the implications of rethinking how to cope 
with stress, studies of this nature that go beyond the sample of this study are warranted.  
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Depression and Resilience among African American Mothers 
 
 
Introduction: Hello.  My name is (interviewer’s name). I work at the University of Illinois on the 
__________ Project. 
 
The purpose of this interview is to understand your experiences working and raising your 
children in Englewood. We would like to know about how you deal with life’s challenges. We 
also want to know what things are helpful for you when you are trying to deal with difficult 
situations. We are interested in why some mothers feel depressed and how others are able to 
avoid depression. We also have a way of looking at how the stress that you face living in 
Englewood may affect your body. That is why we would like to take a sample of your blood at 
the end of the interview. However, we will not be able to use your blood sample to diagnose you 
with any specific medical conditions. 
During the interview I want you to remember that I am interested in your experiences and 
opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. Your name will be kept secret. Your name and 
the names of your family members will not be linked to anything you tell me.  Nothing you say 
will affect your public assistance or any other assistance you may receive. I hope you’ll feel 
comfortable opening up. If at any time I ask you a question and you don’t feel comfortable 
talking about the topic, feel free to say so.  
The interview should last around 1.5 hours and I will pay $40.00 in cash for the interview 
and the blood sample.  I will be taping the interview with this recorder.  I would like to tape the 
interview to make sure that I have your opinions and answers recorded correctly.  No one outside 
the research team will be allowed to listen to the tapes, and the tapes will be destroyed at the end 




Before we begin, I need to go over this consent form with you.  It gives you more information 
about the study and a telephone number you can call if you have questions later.  I will give you 
a copy to keep. 
 
Do you have any questions or comments before we go on? 
 
I am going to turn on the tape recorder now, and we will get started. [Start Tape] 
 





If you had to describe your neighborhood to someone who does not know it, what would you 
say? 
 
What do you like most about your neighborhood? 
What about the neighborhood helps you as a parent? What is not helpful? 
What about the neighborhood helps you to find or keep a job? What is not helpful? 
 
Do you or your children have problems with drugs (deals), violence, muggings, or gangs in this 
neighborhood?  If yes, what kind of problems? 
How does it affect you? 
How do you deal with it? Does this seem to work for you? 
 
Tell me about the trees and plants by your house, on your block, and in your neighborhood. 
 
Tell me about the things and places in your neighborhood that help you to relieve stress. 
Probes: Ask about parks, back or front yard, gardens, private room in home, ability to take hot 
bath or shower, etc.  
 
Tell me about the things and places in your neighborhood that you think make you feel stressed. 
Probes: Ask about memorials to murdered children; drug houses; gang signs; living on a high 
floor; physical hazards in home or on streets; insufficient exposure to sunlight from windows; 
poor plumbing for sinks, toilets, and bathtubs; lack of private room in home; busy street; etc.  
 
 
B.  Cultural Resources  
 
When you hear the word stress, what does it mean to you?  
 
What causes stress in your life?   
After they answer, probe additional areas if not mentioned: money, job, children, romantic 
relationship, sexual identity, discrimination (what type), physical illness, illness of individuals in 
network, death, etc. 
 
How much stress would you say that you have experienced over the last six months? 
Tell me about what has been happening. 
Do you ever notice physical signs of your stress: hair loss, feeling tired, unable to sleep, weight 
gain, weight loss, tired, loss of interest in sex, back pain, headache pain, stomach ache, etc.?  
 
How do you deal with stress or get through tough issues? 
After they answer, probe additional areas if not mentioned: spirituality, pray, talk to family or 
friends, talk to pastor or church member, get material help from family or friends, eating, 
exercise, drinking, substance use, leave house for periods of time and ride in the car or walk, stay 





Are there things that you do personally to cope with the stress? 
 
Are there people or things in the neighborhood that help you to cope with the stress? 
 
What are the two most common ways that you cope with stress? 
Tell me how ________ is helpful for you. 
Tell me family and friends that sometimes help you out when you need it. 
Probe for the type of relationship, where the person lives, and how often the help is provided. 
Also, have the survey response to social support with you so, you can ask about the people listed. 
 
 
What does it mean to you to be a woman living in Englewood? 
 
What does it mean to you to be an African American woman living in Englewood? 
Probe for the way that she perceives that race and gender (social structures) are affecting her life. 
Ex. Living in segregated neighborhoods with high levels of violence that most white low-income 
families do not have to experience.  
 
What are your special qualities? 
What are some good things about being a Black woman? 
What are some challenges associated with being a Black woman? 
How is being a woman in Englewood different from being a man in Englewood? 
Probe: Men often do mean mugging; do you do that or something like it? 
Probe: What do you do to prevent unwanted sexual attention? 
How would being a white woman in Englewood be different from being a Black woman in 
Englewood? 
People talk a lot about dealing with agencies that make them mad. This could be the welfare 
office, housing programs, child support, school that children attend, your job, afterschool 
programs, jails, courts, transportation, anything. Tell me about agencies that make you mad? 
Probe: Ask about the shootings, quality of education, jobs, quality of food, etc. 
Instructions: Try to probe for issues of racism, sexism, and classism. Possible examples of 
responses could be: they are moving all the blacks to the suburbs, they don’t treat me right at the 
welfare office because I am a poor black woman, etc. 
What role do you think that the government (education, welfare policy, police department, jails, 
transportation) plays in the problems in your neighborhoods? 
Probe: Ask about the shootings, quality of education, jobs, quality of food, etc. 
People talk a lot about the government negatively affecting them. In what ways do you think that 
the government affects you as a Black woman?  
 
 




Probe: Have you participated in any of the rallies to stop the violence? Tell me why that was 
important to do.  
Probe: Tell me about other ways that you have tried to make your life better. Tell me why that 
was important to do. 
 
C. Chronic Role Strain Scale  
 
How do you feel that you are managing in your romantic relationships? 
 
How do you feel that you are managing as a single mother? 
 
How do you feel that you are managing on your job or finding a job if you need one? 
 
What is your biggest challenge? 
What is your biggest challenge? 
 
What do you think is the reason that you have this challenge? 
Probe for personal reasons and structural reasons (racism, classism, and/or sexism). Do you think 
being a Black woman is one of the reasons? If so, why? Do you think being a Black woman and 
not having a lot of money is important? 
 
 
D.  Depression and Related Health Issues 
 
When you hear the word depression, what does it mean to you? 
 
Sometimes Black women use other words to indicate feelings of depression. What other words 
do you use when thinking or talking about depression? 
Probes: Do you or other Black women use worried?  
What about tired?  
What about angry?   
Are there any other words that you use to refer to depression? 
 
How often do you feel depressed?  
All the time, At least once a week, At least once a month, At least 6-8 times a year, Rarely or 
Never 
 
What do you think is causing you to feel depressed? 
 
Do you think that mental health services are helpful when you feel depressed? Why or why not? 
 
Sometimes people drink or use drugs to feel relaxed. Do you use drugs to feel relaxed?  





During the last year, has the use of alcohol or drugs... 
resulted in your failure to fulfill responsibilities with work, school, or family? 
placed you in a dangerous situation, such as driving a car under the influence? 
gotten you arrested? 
 continued despite causing problems for you or your loved ones? 
 
 
Do you feel like you might have an alcohol or drug abuse problem? 
 
If yes, please explain. 
 
Has anyone ever suggested that you might have an alcohol or drug abuse problem? 
 
Have you experienced any physical pain in the last month? 
 
What current medical conditions do you have? Are you receiving treatment for them? If you 
have to take medication, are you able to afford it?  
 
E.  Conclusion 
 
What are the two things that you would change about your life? 
 
Why are those two things important for you to change? 
 
What type of future do you think that your children will have? 
 
Is there something that you would change about your neighborhood? 
Thank you for sharing your experiences, is there anything else that you would like to talk about? 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
